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ATLANTA, Ga. — Sixty-
five lawyers, white and Ne-
gro from northern and south-
ern states, ,planned vastly in-
creased legal activity in sup
port of the civil rights move-
ment in the south during a
conference of the National
Lawyers Guild and the Na-
tional Bar association, held at
the Waluhaje hotel, Dec. 1.
A seminar on civil rights.
led by lawyers active in civil
rights cases, emphasized new
legal approaches and techni-
ques for ending racial dis-
crimination in the South.
Ask Special attention was direct-
iv at exerusion of Negroes
from juries, the Federal Civil
Rights Act, the omnibus in-
junction suit, and bias and
prejudice in the judicial sys-
tem.
Dr. Martin L. King said.;
while addressing the group,"t
"mass movements for integra-
tion in the South are the keys
to making the American dream
a reality."
Also speaking before the
two-day conference were Con-'
gressman Charles Diggs of
Michigan; and Donald Hollo




of the, Klondike Civic club,
was elected president of the
powerful Bluff City and Shel-
by Council of Civic Clubs on
the fourth ballot during the
annual election held at the
Sarah Brown Branch YWCAJ
last Sunday afternoon.
Jackson, not considered the
leading contender for-the po-
sition, won out over Frank
Kilpatrick and Fred Davis.
Jackson succeeded Alexander
Gladney who had been re- ;
elected for five consecutive
one-year terms. He did not
seek re-election this time.
Other officers elected in-
cluded: Matthew Davis, first
vice president; James T. Walk-
er, second vice president and
Alexander Gladney, parlia-
minentarian.
Re-elected were: Mrs. Ruby
D. Spight, secretary; Mrs. Ar-
lene Patton, assistant secre-
tary; Mrs. Annie B. Coleman,
financial secretary; Mrs. Ly-
dia Robinson, treasurer; Char-
les Walton, sergeant-at-arms;
and Rev. T. B. Simon, chap-
lain.
The club revealed that it
plans to present some legis-
lative suggestions to the Mem-
phis legislators during a pub-
lic meeting prior to the first
Legislative session in Nash-
ville.
Among the suggestions to
be considered for enactment
into law were:
(1) A repeal of the law
which requires a woman seek-
ing a divorce to pay a $25
fee before initiating proceed-
ings.
(2) Amend the Automobile
Financial Responsibility law
which requires insurance at
•higher rate than ordinary
automobile insurance.
(3) To pass a bill to increase
the salaries of state judges.
(4) To pass a bill to regular
finance institutions which re-
claim automobiles for non -
payment, resell them and thee
still hold buyers financially
responsible, if the price of
the automobile is not obtained.
The club also said that it
would reveal to legislators
that it is in favor of reap-
portionment and the redistrict-
ing of the state.
THE NEW
Tri-State Defender. • 0
"The South's Independent Weekly"
UNCF CAMPAIGNERS — Frank J. Lewis, seated, right,
principal of Grant School and chairman of the United
Negro College Fund drive in the Memphis area, goes over
campaign details with George Clark, seated, left, principal
of A. B. Hill School and chairman of the UNCF Teachers'
WITH NEW CHURCH LEADER — Bishop 0.
T. Jones, center, was elected senior bishop of
Churches of God in Christ, Inc., at recent as.
sembly held here in Memphis, and seated
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Division, and standing, left to right, four of the teachers'
representatives: Mrs. Margaret Boone, Dunbar School;
Ernest Abron, assistant principal of Meiro‘e high school:
Miss Altera Haste, Booker T. Washington. and ( leophus
Hudson, Hamilton High.
Petterses, Sr. Standing from left are Bishops
I,. H. Ford, J. White, W. Wells, J. S. Bailey,
C . E. Bennett and W. G. Shipman. (Withers
Photo)
Bishop 0. T. Amor.
Philadelphia Minister
Elected Head Bishop Of
'LeMoyne College
Moves Books
Moving day for LeMoyne
, College's library from Steele
Hall to the newly erected
,$250,000 library building is
' ;Thursday, Dec. 13. it was an-
Church Of God In Christ 'Mrs. Mae Isom Fitzgerald. Ifnounced by the chief librarian,
Just one year after he ,de-
livered the eulogy for Bishop
Charles H. Mason, founder and
chief apostle of the Church of
God in Christ, Bishop 0. T.
Jones of Philadelphia was
elected to head the church
which boasts some three mil-
lion members.
The election of Bishop Jones
to the-high post was consider-
ed the climax of the 55th
Annual Convocation for the
churches which convened at
Mason Temple from Nov. 25
through Dec. 7.
The name of the new leader
of the church was withheld
from the public until the last
day of the meeting and the
Information given Tat during
a conference in the office of
necessary, the moving process!
Bishop Lewis H. Ford, direc- will continue Friday and Sat-
tor of public relations and
presiding bishop of the First
Episcopal Diocese of Illinois of
Churches of God in Christ.
ENDED RUMOR
When Bishop Jones was ap-
pdinted to the high office, it
ended speculation that the
church which had been held
together for more than a half
century under the leadership
of the late Charles Harrison
Mason would be broken into
fragments.
A campaign to have Bishop
Jones appointed to the top
post was started last summer
in Detroit during a Youth
Convention. Bishop A. B. Mc-
See BISHOP, Page 2
'urday.
Twenty LeMoyne students
,have volunteered to help move
'the nearly 40,000 books, Mrs.
Fitzgerald said.
' The library building will be
;open to students and faculty on
Jan. 3, the first day of schrift:
after the Christmas holidays.
Dedication of the library is
being planned for late spring
of 1963 after the placing of a
mural which is being -done by
Ben Shahn, one of America's
foremost contemporary artists.
The three-story building is
ultra modern in design and has







I Who is the most beautiful
'and talented of all mid-South
young women? Who is she?
Where does she live? What
are her talents? Is she in Ten-
nessee, Arkansas or is it Mis-
sissippi?
The Tri-State Defender does
not have the answer at this
time. However, it is in search
of the young woman.
If you are that young lady,
reveal yourself by entering the
"Miss Mid-South" Contest,
which is being sponsored by
the Tri-State Defender.
Here are the qualifications
for entering the contest.
(1) Any single young wom-
an between the ages of 16 to
22 years of age, who has never
been married.
(2) Must be of good reputa-
tion.
(3) Must be a member of
some civic, social or religious
organization.
(4) Must have written con-
sent of parents or guardian.
(5) Must have attained at
least two years in high school.
' Rules at the populartiy con-
test include:
Contaatants must register
with the. Tri-State Defender
not latex than January 19th,
1983. The starting date for
Contestants to register is at
10 a.m., Saturday, Dec. 15, at
the Tri-State Defender office,
236 S. Wellington Ave.
nittefTh9BNIMENIMitrbe.tfeliw
ed at the opening .of the con-
test Saturday. Ballots for vot-
ing and the official entries
will appear in the next issue
$10,000 Mark 
ii,ifiletdhisinfnoerwmsiFtalopner.wiMi obere gdive:
en in the next edition.
The United Negro Collegei
Fund campaign in the Mem-
phis area, due to come to a
close Dec. 31, was aiming at
the $10,000 ,mark this week.
The $2,437 reported by work-
ers last week pushed the to-
tal to $7,319.
Chief among the contribu-
tors last week was Universal JACKSON, Tenn. — More
Life Insurance Company Negroes have been employed
which made UNCF a gift of
$1,500. This is $500 more than
Universal contributed to the
fund in 1981.
Bringing in Universal Life's
contribution was Miss Naomi
Gordon, one of UNCF's most
ardent workers. She also re-
ported a gift of $100 from B.
G. Olive Jr., first vice presi-
dent of Universal.
Last week's report also in-
cluded $302 from teachers at
five city schools: Alonzo
Locke, $50; Douglas Eelemen-
tary, $44; Hanley $86; Melrose
Elementary, $58, and Leath,
$67 .
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers who
I is soliciting at large, reported
an additional $26, pushing her
individual total to $237. A sec-
tion of the Postal workers
sent in $70 through T. R. Mc-
Imale students."
He went on to tell the large
Lemore and $10 through B. T. 
audience, "I bring personal
Banks. J. A. Beauchamp
greetings to you from Gov-
ernor-Elect Frank G. Clem-
ent." Bowden campaigned vig-br
ought in $35. Other gifts
included $250.00 from Pepsi-
Cola, $40 from Lionel Arnold
and $7,5 from Mrs. Isabel Dun-
ham.
Frank J. Lewis, chairman oj
the drive, urged all Mem7
phians to contribute to the
fund before Dec. 31. UNCF
aids 32 accredited private col-
leges and universities, includ-
ing LeMoyne, Lane, Fisk and
Knoxville in Tennessee.
nin. Social Club
The Tennessee Social club
held a meeting at the home of
Mrs. Nancie Cochran of Wal-
nut St. recently. Mrs. Jessie
Brown lead members in a de-
votion and song service.
After a business session, re-
freshments were served by





by the State of Tennessee
during the Buford Ellington
administration than any other
time in the history of the
state, said J. Willard Bowden,
when he was the keynote
speaker at the 56th Anniver-
sary celebration of the Beta
Pi and Beta Upsilon Lambda
chapters of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc., in Lane Col-
lege Chapel last Sunday aft-
ernoon.
Bowden, a member of the
fraternity said, "I am very
happy to have been invited
back to Lane as the guest
speaker." He added, "I sug-
gest that a James T. Beck
scholarship be established here
to contribute to the tuition of
15c
MR. and MRS. SIMON PUGH
Wife Refused To Confine
Husband To Asylum: He
Shot Her While Sleeping
When Mrs. Thelma Conner aide. Then he pointed 
the p—
a Collierville recently spent' tol at the back of his head
a week with her sister and and shot once.
brother-in-law, Mr, and Mrs.! Pugh died about 
two hours
Simon Pugh of 767-B Alston later in John Gast
on hospital, 
Mall, LeMoyne Gardens, she, while his wife liv
ed only 24
t
strongly advised her sister 
to hours. Both were buried early 
have Pugh commited to a I
this week after funeral eery-
!ices were held for them in
mental institution. two separate places. The
But Mrs. Pugh refused on
the grounds that it would "h
deaths were listed as murder
e
1 disrrace to the family," and i
and suicide. 
esneciallv the children. 
The couple's daughter, Mrs.
t Jerry Dean Rogers, a bride
On Tuesday. Dec. 4, Mrs, jor only two weeks, said she
Pugh found out just how rignt !
her sister had been, but it 
was asleep downstairs, and
was too late 
, heard the shots about 6 a.m.
. I f
Pugh had a .38 caliber piston 
"When I got upstairs," she
reported, "Mother was run-
away at Mrs. Pugh, who ad
in his hand and was blastingi _rung out of the room holding
been asleep in bed. She was 
h'iher side. My father had al-
shot in the cheek and in the See HUSBAND, Page 2
Girls Burn Mt. Pisgah
Teacher With Chemical
Two 16-year-old students at Monday, Dec. 10.
Mt. Pisgah High school have! Shelby County Superinten-
been suspended for taking "dent of Schools George Barnes
chemical from the school's I said, "I think that the par-
science laboratory and placing ents of the children should be
it on the coat collar and in made to pay for the damage
the shoes of the commercial done to Mrs. Holmes' clothing
teacher, and for her medical expenses."
The teacher was Mrs. Doris He said he had been told
V. Holmes of 2001 Carver, that Mrs. Holmes' feet had
Apt. 8, who was burned on been blistered from what was
the feet on Friday, Nov. 30.
orously in the Clement cam- said to have been silver ni-
'She was unable to return to
See PROWESS, Page 2 her job at the school until See BURN. Page 2
To Present 'Young Jazz' Saturday
A. C. (Moohah) Williams,
the colorful personality of
WDIA, will present 'Young
Jazz' at its best this Saturday
night, Dec. 15, starting at 8
In Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne
College campus. All proceeds
will go to the current United
Negro College Fund cam-
paign.
'Young Jazz' is composed of
the top student musicians in
City and county high schools
and their band directors. Two
orchestras will be on the band.
stand, along with sextets, oc-
tets, soloists and the 'Jazz
Board' composed of the band
directors. 'Honeymoon' Gar-
ner will be there, too.
Williams has produced and
presented many attractions,
but he says this will be the
greatest and the swingiest.
The high school orchestras
performing Saturday night
will be the Douglass Swing-
sters, directed by Nelson Jack-
son, and• Manassas' Rhythm
Bombers, under the baton of
Emerson Able.
The B. T. Washington Jazz
Combo, directed by Walter
Martin, and the Continentals
will be there, as will be the
Hamilton Wildcat Sextet, di-
rected by Thomas Doggett,
and the Valvadors.
Carver is sending its octet,
directed by Herman Rankin,
and also Doris (Miss Soul)
Porter. Representing Mitchell
Road will be the Mitchell Jazz
Combo, directed by R. W. Mc-
Ghee.
The celebrated Maestros
have volunteered to wind up
the show.
'Young Jazz' ... Don't Miss It! Presented by A. C. (Meohah) lirliams, Saturday, Dec. 15,





,A,T E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL:
Nov. 26
Mr. and Mrs. Norwood Hoop-
er, 135 Modder ave.; girl, Car-
la Etroye.
Nov. 27
Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Blackburn, 776 E. Person; boy,
James Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Stokes,
1880 Carver, Apt. 7; girl, Sher-
ry Cherika.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Lee
Street, 3514 Daggett rd.; girl,
Regina Ann.
Nov. 28
Mr. and Mrs. Julius C. Flake,
1212 S. Parkway east; bay,
ntonio Cortez.
-,"-• Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Ova-
2142 Rayner; boy, Charles
'.'robert Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Sey-
;;inore, 1507 Marjorie; girl, Pam-
la Denise.
vitiost. 29
Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Isom, 273
lO3a1tic: boy, Ervin Darnell.
'ffh•AT JOHN GASTON
30SPITAL:et. 1
Greene, 998 Greenwood; boyd Mr. and Mrs. Leo Wilson, 95
Darius Manassas. W. Dison; girl, Marian.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Spring- Mr. and Mrs. Orsie L. Max-
field, 401 S. Wellington; boy, well, 1097 James; girl, Marilyn
Willie Roy. Louise.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Mr. and Mrs. Charles J.
Bowen, 288 Leath; girl, Preta Jones, 1654 Kansas; boy, Stev-
Lynn. • en Bernard.
Dec. 3 Mr. and Mrs. James Nunnal-
Mr. and Mrs. Herman New- ly, 1456 Oaklawn; girl, Janet
berry, 1378 Richmond; girl, I-'nu ise.
Lavita. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Hill,
ard, 213 W. Person; girl, Vickiee Mr. and Mrs . Charles L.'Joyce.
;ea ones, 1162 Daisy; girl, Felecia Due. 4
enea. Mr. and Mrs. Joe C. Parham,
As; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sallis, 536 Essex; girl, Patricia.
.320 Englewood; bay, Jerry. Mr. and Mrs. James H. Mel-
74- Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Shel- yin, 749 Tate; boy, James
talo"n, 668 Walker; girl. Arnetta. Hoover, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby E. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Pittman,
Inflates. 310 Baltic; girl, Kena
Monet.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester B.
Holden, 770 Williams; boy,
Chester Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Wil-
liams, 1132 Donnelly; girl.
Deborah Mechelle.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jones,
1398 Woodward, boy, Jeffery.
trate.Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Pal- ley Eric,
NO REPORT MADEmer. 1137 Pearce; girl, Carolyn I Mr. and Mrs. John HenryWhen asked about the inDenise. Cox, 3011 Autumn, Apt. 3; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy L. cident, 
Superintendent Barnes Catherine
•
Mr. and Mrs. Cotry Marlin,
377 Hernando; boy, Garry
Dunn.
Mr. and Mrs, Robert E. Ter-
rell. 3018 Crystal; boy. Robert
Keith.
Mr. and Mrs, Ulysses S.
gore, 1329 Horace; boy, Antel
Vitolous Pledres.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Powell, 718 Hastings; boy, Kennan
930 Latham; girl, Annette. Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Borbin E. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Casters-
Jackson 1841 Keltner• twin low. 1328 Springdale; girl,
girls Karen Eugenie and She- Rhonda Faye.
ron Eugenie. Mr. and Mrs. George Moore,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Gibbs, 394 S. Orleans, Apt. 4; boy,'
1175 S. Main: girl, Sandra Kay. Gregory.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Con- Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Jack-
son. 1375 College; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Allen
Wingo, 3211 Rochester; boy,
Gary.
Dec. 6
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Williams
842 Lavon; girl, Rose Carolyn. (Continued From Page 1)Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hul-
lum, 1114 Ryder; girl, Cora ready shot himself and was
.3258 Norton; girl, Shirley Re- Marie. lying on the floor I placed
nee. Mr. and Mrs. Columbus Stev- her on the bed, but she was
enson, 1033 Seaife; girl, Pam- unable to talk."
ela. During the previous week




220 Turley; boy, Morris An-
thony.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Dan-
dridge, 2568 Warren rd.; boy,
Robert Earl.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Camp-
bell, 594-F Handy Mall; boy,
Jeffrey Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Odise Brooks,
Johnson. 692 Marble; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Gard-
ner, 582 S. Lauderdale; girl,
Renee.
Dec. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Dicker-
son, 2217 Clayton; boy, Dwight
Dewayne.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Wal-
lace, 813 Hilton; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L.
Smith, 1048 S. Lauderdale; girl,
Shelia Darlene.
• Mr. and Mrs. Otha C. Todd,
1264 Firestone; boy, Otha C. Jr.
Mr. and Mts. Joe P. Bynum.
-382 S. Wellington; boy, James
W.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Bow-
les. 679 Harrell; boy, Marvin ,
Lee.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph S..
Bishop .
Burn
(Continued From Page 1)
AND, THERE WERE SIX—
These six coeds started out as
contestants in the "Miss Le-
Moyne" contest. Three have
been eliminated and one of
the trio of finalists will be
elected by student vote Friday
'of this week. The winner will
lbe announced and crowned'
Friday night at the coronation
ball in Bruce Hall. Left to
right: Mary Ann Thompson,
Ava Quintelia Addison, one of
the finalists; Laura Lawrence,'
Ruth H. Jones and Alice John-
son, the other two finalists,
and Alfreda Wooten.
The colorful coronation gets
underway at 9 p.m., with Lar-
ry Muhoberac's orchestra in
the bandstand.
food for about two years, be-
cause he feared Mrs. Pugh
I-lusband would poison him. A veteranof World War II, he had been
given psychiatric treatment at
Kennedy VA hospital.
Asked why she advised her
sister to have her brother-in-
law committed to a mental in-
stitution, Mrs. Conner said,
"He was always walking. He
would walk all night. While
I was there I would awaken
at night to find him standing
over the bed, staring down
1528 Rozelle; boy, Wallace Earl. Mrs. Rogers said she had my face.
; Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jeffer- been preparing her father's "When I would ask whatson. /258 Firestone; boy. Stan-
told reporters that he had not;
Mr. and Mrs. Booker T.heard about it, but would Hick,. 320 Mod der; r; boy. An-make an immediate investiga- thonv Craig.
tion. Dec. 7•
The Tri-State Defender had
earlier called Principal Searcy
Harris, but he would not com-
ment on it and demanded to
know what student or teacher
had reported the incident to
the newspaper.
(Continued From Page 1)
Ewen was also a leading con-
tender as the chairman of the
Executive Commission which
had directed the affairs of the
church for more than a year.
Bishop Jones is the oldest
ordained bishop in the church
and has served in the ministry!
for 50 years. He organized and I
headed the Youth Department
Which has carried the second
largest delegation of the
church conventions for more
than 40 years. He is president
of the church's Board of Edu-
cation and co-author of its
manual.
During the recent meeting i
the church increased the mem-
bership of its Executive Board I
to 12 and named Bishop Mc-
Ewen its president, with Bish-
op J. S. Bailey as vice presi-
dent.
The remaining members are
Bishops 0. M. Kelly, New
York; S. M. Crouch, Califor-
nia; J. 0. Patterson, Memphis.
general secretary; U. E. Mil-
ler. secretary emeritus; Detroit.
L. H. Ford, Chicago; Wyoming
Wells,, North Carolina; W. G.
Shipman, Detroit; C. E. Ben-
nett, Gary, Ind.; and B. S.
Lyle, Clarksdale, Miss.
Other notable appointments
made during the meeting were
W. D. Odum. state bishop of
Idaho; Theodore Davis, state
bishop of Southern Mississip-
pi; and Mrs. Elsie Mason, wife
of the late founder of the
church, as executive secretary















He said, "I demand that
nothing be put in the paper
about this, and I am not go-, 1677 Oakwood; girl, Janice De- 1
ing to make a statement con- nise.
Icerning it." Mr and Mrs. James E.,I
In an effort to stifle the Branch, 992 LaYon; girl, Cyn-1
news, he hung up this 
Dcnise..
Mrs. Holmes. whom the Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Davis,
county superintendent said is 1855 Carver; girl, Angela Lyn-
just as good as any other in ette.
the school system, was equal- Mr. and Mrs. James L. Driv-
ly reluctant to make a state- Cr. 2487 Shasta; boy, Melvis,
ment about the incident or
why the students selected her
for the burning.
Principal Harris was in
Nashville last week on busi-
ness. and other officials at
Mt. Pisgah would not com-
ment on the incident during
his absence.
Harris told Barnes on Mon-
day that he had come down
to the Board's office to tell
him about the matter, but was
unable to see him during the
visit. He reported Monday
that the girls had already
been suspended.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Wickfall,
2351 Vandale; boy, Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wil-
liams. 2500 Park; girl, Cynthia
Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Esker L. An-
derson, 931 S. Fourth; girl, An-
gela Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. King D. Hollis.
Patrick.
'Four Small Children
Die When Home Burns
' NEW ORLEANS - UPli- --
Four small children lost their ,
lives in a fire which damaged
their two-story frame home in
the downtown section here
The dead included Anna Jen-
kins, 7. her sister. Gloria 2,
and her brother, David. 1, and
Glenda Victor, 2. Two other




CASH PRICES GOOD Call_
Yes We Have Ducks





Pork liver • Lb   19t
Pork Steak • Lb   454
Steak Round-loin lb   694
Evap. Milk-3 Tall Cans   394
Sliced Bacon-Tra Pak • Lb  394







Liquor - Gin - Wins
Vodka
Buy by theme its saving
Alse Mixed Cases at





At The Sarfl• Address
Ladies Invited
OR bE R Li
FOR GOD AND COUNTRY—Odell Thompson. 13-year-old
eighth grade student at Geeter High school is the first Boy
Scout in the South division of the Chikasaw Council of the
Bo) Scouts of America to he presented the "God and
Country" award, the highest religious award a scout can
receive. It was presented to him by Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor
of Metropolitan Baptist church. The Youth was commended
by his principal, T. .1. Toney and scoutmaster, Cecil Mit-











Cilbey's Distilled Landon Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W.A A.
Cilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
SriRSZ5-25e,:66?5,82R952503-68"t-CiRS7S2..V.522R9'
Our Trees Are 1:caliy Beau/jot This 1:ar
They Arc Freer and Will Ho'! Needles Extra
Well ••-;11/-e Hare Trees To It? Thoud Of —
'CANADIAN FIR
0Sn .3J( 4.95
sf-tY SI.95 in $2.50 ';:! $5.93 in $12,50 I.
$2.95 to $3.50
SCOTCH PINE, ft. I.,„ It. $2.95 1 P
Ti,. most Beautiful Tree You'll Ever Want To See
. -- 
WREATHS, DOOR CHARM:, HOLLAND OULU
timidity! WWI's,' Crease Oaf
MANTLE PIECES AND Ali Stock Reduced
CONE STINGS 20°• to 50°. •
Open Niles 'Til 9:00 From Ante 'Tit Xmas
. ARe mem•mb,,, lir, fair; TOP 141.1 r /frames:
STEV E 'S Garden Supplies 
NURSERY
4375 Summer (Summer. & Waring) MU 5-7474
..25-0,6625666,92-57.58758-5-m7370-6,57-rz2smt
and
wanted, he would not say
anything, but would just walk
out of the room," Mrs. Con-
ner reported..
Pugh had not worked in two
years, and had reportedly been
supported by his wife since
he had been unable to hold
a job. He had been employed
in the circulation department
of a daily newspaper.
Relatives of both parties
claimed the bodies and made
separate arrangements, with
both funerals held on the
same day.
Pugh was eulogized at the
R. S. Lewis Funeral home,
while final rites were held
for Mrs. Pugh at Moscow,
Tenn., where she was buried.
S. W. Qualls and company
was in charge. He was in-
terred in National cemetery
Progress
, (Contianed From Page 1)
paign. Bowaen is executive
secretary of the Tennessee
Federation Of Democratic
Leagues, Inc., and presitient
of Democratic club in Nash-
ville.
Bowden went on to say, 'iave
have made progress in the
is too slow. Negroes are de-
manding to be full Ameri-
can citizens. Thank God, for
such men as Martin Luther'
King, the Kelley Smiths and
the James M. Lawsons."
He continued: "Our struggle
for freedom includes econotnic,
security through equal oppor-
tunity for employment and'
upgrading." Quoting Gov.,
Clement, he said, "it is time
to stop talking so much about
race but start talkng in terms
of conditions."
Bowden, formerly a resit:lent
field of education by the Owe
of Memphis was the first Ne•
gro to be employed as a state
tax inspector, is now a Mein-
ber of the Nashville Beer
Board. He called for more Co.,
operation by labor unions.
He praised Louis Martin,
deputy chairman, Democratic
National Committee in Wash-
ington, D. C., as :'doing a good
job."
Bowden said, "me must
move into the main stream of
American Life."
Referring to the Alpha Phi
fraternity, he said, "it is a,
brotherhood for the improve
ment of men, which is built
on a lime stone foundation.
The fraternity accepts every
man on his own merits. "We
must build not only for today
but also for tomorrow—char-
acter, scholarship and devo-
tion to the cause."
Also appearing on the pro-
gram were Dr. C. A. Kirken-
doll, president of Lane Col-
SATURDAY,, DECEMBER 15 1962
,lage, Who introduced Bownen.
, Others on the program were
• Robert 0,.vens., Chester A.
Kirkendull, Jr. James McKin-





5 BIG DAYS 5










on Monday morning. 
• .u•n• P IIAside from Mrs. Rogers, the Lo t.ottte. • ya,tee•






























KROGER MILK "car': 3For39











this coupon and $5.00 ad-
dorion•I purchas•,•xcluding to.
1,0cce, Alonphi• Area and W•st
mernpltle, 'btu Wed., Dec. 19.





iienpho Area and W.". Morn,






With do. coupon and n,y ad
ditional purchase, excluding to-
bacco, Memphis Area and West
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WHEN A LOCAL BUSI-1 "I DON'T WANT ANY OF-NESS MAN had his beer VICE," declared a big wig in
the Democratic club 'as he
secretly attempted to poll awalked out of the courthouse, number of members to de-hailed a Yellow Cab, rushed termine if he had a ghost ofback to his place of business a chance to obtain support forthen dashed out again to pur- his unexpressed desire to be-chase a Thunderbird. In all of come president.
his hustling, he was not aware. BISHOP A. B. MCEWEN isthat he integrated the Yellow ;not taking lightly his failureCab company, which hereto- ,to obtain the top-spot in thefore did not ride Negro fares. church Of God In Christ. HeSo now, company is open to o anted to be the seniorNegro business. bishop. There are those whoBEN BRANCH is really a expressed a belief that helucky stiff, Without any effort should have obtained it he-on his part, he landed a one- cause of his seniority in theyear contract on the Route church. Bishop 0. T. Jones of66 T.V. show. He will soon'Philadelphia is of the opiniongo to California after he MG' ithat the right man was elect-pletes his shooting here in ed for the high post. That isMemphis. 'human and very understand-THE CRUMP STADIUM able from Bishop Jones' view.Issue has exhausted itself. Now He was elected.is the time to make a positive „I'M THE BRIDE OFplan for constructing a new JESUS CHRIST" preached astadium in an ideal location.
woman attending the HolyLet us have no more talk.Convocation of the Church Ofabout enlarging Crump Sta-
,God In Christ. She was dress-alum. The next noise we J ed in a white gown, completeshould hear about a stadium with a long veil, but she did •
THE BURFORD ELLING-
is the pounding of nails in a not wear any shoes. She car-new one.
lried a hand-carved walking iss Pearl Crawford Honoredstick and a long staff, whichTON DINNER at the Peabody I'resembled the staff which;
with future political overtures.
was carried by shepherds of I la ring Program Al H
Hotel last week resounded
a strong bid for the governor's I us about this woman who
'claims to be the bride ofseat — four years hence.'
license suspended it set several
things into motion, First he
THE lame duck governor long ago. This is what puzzlesmade,
Therefore, we predict that ' " place,
Gov. Ellington will seek re- believe that Jesus did not
melection as governor of Ten- arry while on earth. In the
nessee. Among Negro politi. second place, why is the mar-
clans at the dinner were A. 
niage just be'announced?
Maceo Walker, Rev. Alexan- Some of the officials of the
der Gladney, Fred Davis, Church Of God In Christ said '
George Holloway. Also invit- tins supposedly Bride Of
thous is not known to be a 'ed were Frank Kilpatrick,
Henry White and others, member of the church.
IVITII HER
co-worker, Miss Pearl Crawford poses for
picture following program honoring her at
Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist
s'hurch. Seen clockwise with Miss Craw-
ford seated in chair of honor, are Elder
STUDENTS, pastor and a former Charles R. Graham. pastor of church, Mrs.
Cora I. Reid, Mrs. Elizabeth M. Sherman,
Sherman. Mrs. Bernice Long, a former co-
worker of Miss Crawford; Terry Addison,
Sr., Mrs. Maine Tompkins, Flenoid Aldridge
and Mrs. Flenoid Aldridge.
er Church
, Miss Pearl Crawford, one former co-workers at the old tor of the choir.
Instrumental music for the
evening was furnished by
Mrs. Cora I. Held, at the piano,
and Herman Owens at the
of the oldest living graduates :Greenwood Elementary school
of LeMoyne college and a who were preinnt to speak of
veteran retired teacher of the her work iri past years were
Memphis public schools, was Miss Jim Ella Cotton, present-
the guest of honor at a pro- ly a supervisor in the public i'organ. Mrs. Reid, a formergram presented at the Missis- schools here; Mrs. Beulah ,first grade student of Misssippi Blvd. Seventh Day Ad- , Williams, principal of Hanley ICrawford, is a member of theventist church on Sunday 'Elementary school, and Mrs. faculty of Klondike Elemen-night, Dec. 2. ,Bernice Long, a teacher at tary school.
The program was sponsored Hamilton High school.
by the Young Adult choir Of! Three selections were pre-
Keep Christ In Students Willmembers are a number of Miss
Got a cold? 666 cold medicine will , the church, among whose sented by the choir under the
I direction of Sherwood Weir,,Crawford 's former students. land a reading given by Mrs.
Miss Willie Frank Taylor
Crowned 'Queen' Of Owen
Miss Willie Frank Taylor, a
sophomore at Owen college,
was crowned "Miss Owen Col-
lege"'during a ceremony held
at the school on last Thursday
night. Placing the royal coro-
net on her head, which sym-
bolized she would reign as
queen over the more than 300
oudents for the 1962-63 year,
was Charlie Folsom, president
,4 the Student Council.
Miss Taylor, a graduate of
Mitchell Road High school,
was elevated to the honbr dur-
ing an election held at the
othool and with students nam-
ing her as their top choice.
Serving as her attendants
were Misses Daisy Hodge and
Ethel Criss. Their escorts were
William Higgins, president of
the freshman class, and James
Watson, the president of the
sophomore class.
Music for the formal °cell-
,ion was furnished by the
college choir and the Chore-
lPeRrsENENTED GIFTS
Gifts were presented to Miss
Taylor by the sweethearts and
representatives of all campus
organizations.
They included Misses Irma
Sholders, Student Council; Ru-
thie Jefferson, Sophomore
class; Yvonne Ratliff, Fresh-
man class; Bertha Johnson,
Baptist Student Union; Lois
Jubirt, College Basketball
team; Sherry Nelson, Phi Beta
Lambda; Blanche Harris, col-
lege choir.
Also Alice Martin, Pep
squad; Herry Douglas, College
Debutante society; Pauline
Jeffries, "Mr. Esquire club:"
Mamie Mays, The Debettes:
Hermont Fournier, Speech
and Drama club: Velma Jack-
son, the Terpsichoreans, and




666 gives extra-last decongestant action because it's
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you "regular" too.
There are 5 minor symptoms of •
cold: stuffiness, achiness, fever,
constipation, and general "sick-
foiling." 666, the time-tested and
proven cold medicine, fights all 5.
No "one-ingredient" product can
do this. 666 was made especially
for colds and only for colds. It
really works!
The fast decongestant action of
666 works through the blood
stream...reaching places where
nose drops and sprays can't pos.
j Miss-Crawford was honor-Claude Jones. ris mas Urges p1 ed for her long years of serv- LIFE SKETCH resent Homelice to the community as a A T Spaulding'teacher and tOr her loyalty to forAdliwfeeeskeptrcehseofteMd isbsyCrmiors. . . . 
7
A number of teachers, a at the Hyde Park Elementary the public, A. T. Spaulding, 
For Christmas'church. Eliabeth P. Martin. a teacher In his Christmas me, „
principal and a supervisor school, who also pinned a cor- president of the North Caro-1 A three-act comedy, "Homeparticipated in the program, sage on the honoree. Corsages lina Mutual Life Insurancesibly reach. It. gentle laxative ac- MUSICAL NUMBERS r were pinned on the speakers Company, says: "There really 
For Christmas" will be pre
sented by the Owen CollegeJulius 
don keeps you "regular" dunng by Mrs. Flenoid Aldridge and can be no CHRISTMAS with-this critical time. The uneicelled -l m- - - Lewis, a - teacher at Players in the Roger WilliamMrs. Elizabeth Sherman, both out CHRIST," but many peo-
proven to thousands of users.
effectiveness of 666 has been Hamilton, sang "The Holy
City:" Mrs. Rosie Rogers, of
I
former students of Miss Craw- pie will try to celebrate the 6 p.m.When you have i cold, take the Magnolia Elementary ford, occasion without His Spirit." 
Hall auditorium on Dec. 14, at
.666, and see what real relief can be_ Mrs. M. G. Woodson, advisorlike. Satisfaction guaranteed.., 
to the Speech and Drama Club
counters, only 490. If you prefer and Dean T. L. Willard willl
LaFabulous Club
Plans For Xmas
Aid club planned during eni
The Lafabulous Social
recent meeting, to give MANS
of food to needy families at
bearer and little Miss Edna
Richard•Dinkins was crown-
Christmas. The meeting was
Patton wa herbstrewer. held at the home of Mr. andg 
Mrs. Arilla Miller. Also dis-Reuben Barnes served as
cussed was plans for a Christ-narrator for the ceremony
linas dinner for club ramble's.while Charles L. Dinkins, Jr.,
was drummer and chief usher. The host's, Mrs. Miller,Members of the College Deb-. who is president of the club,utante society and the Mr. served refreshments followingEsquire club were ushers, the business session. PresSd-The queen received her sub- Mg at the meeting was thejects at a beautiful reception
land dance following the cor-
onation.
or your money back. At all drug
tablets, take 66\6 cold tablets ...
same last relief. Convenient and
economical, too.
mehool , faculty, presented
!'Trees," and "His Way Mine"
was sung by Caretha Harri-
son, A Manassas High school
student.
Among Miss Crawford's
Sherman Aldridge,,, an elder
In the church and her former
student added to the remarks
about Miss Crawford before
presentations were made to
her by Sherwood Weir, direc-
IT'S FOR YOU! IT'S CHRISTMAS!
Handy phOnes make happy homes ...all year round
Telephone services are personal, different and appre-
ciated all year 104. What better way to make Christ-
mas really special hi your home?
Home Interphone makes your family's regular tele-
phone service even more useful. Home Interphone
lets you talk room to room, answer the door, relay
outside calls, check on' the children—all from the
nearest phone!
Extenolon phases bring comfort and convenience to
every room. Stepaaving, time-saving extensions come
• in a wide choice of colors and styles.
The Bell Chime carols your calls with musical tones.
When warm weather returns you can set the Bell
Chime for a louder bell, easily heard on porch or
tea-race.
These and other modern telephone conveniences are






I. I 'le College Choir,
under direction of John W.
Whittaker, will render its an-
nual Christmas program Fri-
day of this week, Dec. 14, at
10:30 in Second Congregational
Church. Accompanist for the
choral group is Miss Dorothy
Jean Jones.
vice president, Mrs. Fannie
Ware Club reporter is Mrs.
Clyde]) Echols.
-
A NEW FAMILY PLAN — Jimmy Smith, Jass organist,
begins his new NAA('P Freedom Family Plan with a MO
life membership for himself and a £100 Junior life member-
ship for two-year-old Jimmy, Jr. Center Is Mrs. Smith,
who plans to take out her NAACP life membership in 1963.
At left Is Mrs. Viola I'. Allen, member, of the executive
-committee of the Philadelphia NAACP. The Smiths decided
to take this step following an "extensive tour through the
Deep South and Midwest which created travel experiences
that we could not erase from our minds."
direct the play written by J. TO NORTH DAKOTA
F. Stone.
The cast includes Margaret
Oliver, Robert N. Edwards,
Norma Jean Jackson, Peggy
Jean Jackson, Charlie Foimom,
Nathaniel Jones, William War-
ren and Patricia Usher.
Admission is 35 cents and
tickets are on sale at Owen and
LeMoyne Colleges, Booker T.
— Air-
man Basic Jerry L. Agnew, son
of Quitman L. Agnew of
Corinth, Miss., has been sent
from Lackiand AFB, Tex., for
training and duty as an air
policeman at Minot AFB, N.
D. He is a graduate of Easoin




Because he wanted a new
car, Mr. John Myers, 1634 S.
Parkway E, needed some extra
cash in a hurry. He took stock
of his belongings, and decided
to sell his 1980 Ford.
Mr. Myers advertised his
1960 Ford for sale in the Tri-
State Defender classified ad
section. The nett day a woman
from Ark. called. A few a's
later, she came to buy the car.
"I sold a home thru a De-
fender classified ad some time
ago," reports Mr. Myers. "I
was surprised to get such ex-
cellent response. That's why I
always use Defender classified




Fireman Gale W Bodie webWashington a n d Hamilton 
Christmas Recess charged with stealing a tele:-High schools, 











Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W. & A.Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
Starts Dec. 17 State police investigator W.
A. Berg said a telephone liner
man, answering a trouble callThe Christmas holiday recess
at LeMoyne College begins iTnuesddoawy,n e 
35-foot
spotteda man e saw-
Monday, Dec. 17, and contin- 
g
ues through Wednesday, Jan. field ntn tchoeower H estern id 
the
secationof 
2, it was announced this week 
Br
by Dr. Floyd L. Bass,• dean ofimaannldoaddredoeethoeff po. le on a trail-
the college. Classes will be
er

















GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
I :AV DECANTER BOTTLES
Pv\-i
411 FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
trA="41Tes..
MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES!
GIFT SIZES CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
.•ftecial lit riga lion to
327 South Main Street at Vance
INDEPENDENT RETAIL LIQUOR DEALER
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
1
AIR POLICEMAN — Airman
Basic Luther Holmes, son of
Mrs. Elizabeth Holmes of 711-D
Wells, has been reassigned te
Otis AFB. Mass., for training
and duty as an air policeman
after basic training at Lack-
land, AFB, Tex. He Is a 1982
graduate of Manassas High
school.
FREEDOM CHRISTMAS
SYMBOL—This is the Holiday
Seal design being featured in the
NAACP's 35th annual drive,
under leadership of Lena Horne.
Seals may be secured from your
local brands or the Association's
national office, 20 West 40
Street, New York. Buy them in
blodrs of Ion for $1.00; $3.00;
210.00 and upward.
4
whim we must lxIt God Into
our plans or leave those plans
alone. Renewed and dedicated
faith in God is the order of
the day. Only this Will enable
us to really survive,. Within
God is the plan there is no
assurance that we will not run
into roadblocks but those road-
blocks will be far fewer.
All this is said because
weekly I run into persons who
see no real value in serving
God. These 'brilliant' people
have solved all of the prob-
lem l and know all of the ans-
wers. Then one day the un-
expected — the unpredicted
rise up.
Try as we may, we can never
stop the unanticipated from
But our lives must
red, a man getting ready to be built on foundations so solid are seen after the program. On front row from left, are
move into a new business ven- that we will have no in. Rhynette Northeross, Tim Seymour, Lawrence Haygood,
tttre a man setting out to tention of doing something Charles McChriston, Phoebe Weaver, Waddia Brown, Ella
make a contribution to his day drastic. In the words of David, Yvonne Lake and James Seymour. On second row, same
end time never stop to ask God we must mature to the place
or the Godly. Each of these that God has real meaning for •people has drawn up blue- each of us.
prints that have all of the 
Yet with all of our knowl- Women's Day Al 
Seeks Law To Aid 
Present Music
answers.
edge and limited ability of-
times we run into unscheduled •'rattan Church—incidents in our lives that were UN
never anticipated when the
blueprints were drawn up. It The Christian Women's Fel-
is than that we need a little lowship of the Mississippi
more than the blueprints upon Blvd. Christian church will
which we have relied so heavi- observe annual Woman's Day,
ly. We need God! Sunday, Dec. 16, at 3:30 tl,th.
FEEL NO NEED Mrs. Gussie Young of Avery
Chapel AME church will be. Ever so often we run into
the guest speaker. A nativemen, who because of their ac-i
Mississippian, she moved tocumulations feel that there is
no place for God. They move' Memphis five years ago from
Clarksdale. She  attendedoff into his Godless world,'
never anticipating that which. Campbell college, Jackson,
•Miss., was a member of thelies ahead No one has ever
told him because no one has, NAACP Board of Directors
our fine teachers to remainand as secretary of the Pro- !)been asked. They travel on ancl 
in our school system."on — the further he travels the gressive Voters League of
Mrs. Anthony A. Aspero, of
the law firm of Aspero and
Asper°, is chairman of legisla-larger and more numerous.; and operates Young's Beauty
tion for the Central HighSoon a rude awakening take& Salon, 218 W. Brooks Rd.
place and they realize they The public is cordially in- school PTA.
cannot make the journey on' vited. After the Program, a,
their own. ,fellowship hour with refresh-
Whatever venture up o ii r ments will be held in the J. E Zenith Club Will
which one enters sooner or Walker Educational building
later he will realize the need Mrs. C. E. Bowan, Pres. Present Musical
of God. Projecting God into ident of the Christian Worn-
all The Zenith club of Feather-of our activities may seem en Fellowship: Mrs. J L I stone CNIE church 2180 Chel-a slow way to some, but it is Mitchellh f b.1*
sure way. When God is in the
program we *yr rest assured
that a solid foundation is be-
ing built. The program imme-
diately slows down because Prayers For P Among the artists appear-many of the things we ha& OM ,ing will be Madame Mattie
planned to do to reach our I Wiggley, Miss Ann Fletcher,
ends are no longer feasible. Sponsored by Bahal Gamier Currie, the Barret's
Honesty, love, concern for Chapel Glee club directed by
others, the correct values and "United Nations, Prayer for Samuel Spann, LeRoy Suttles
directions all play roles and in Peace in Action" is the theme and Mrs. Lucille Griffin.
some instances larger roles in During the same program.
the 
special programs of prayer, . , •our activities. At times the: ' club will - install its of-sponsored by the Baha'is ofjourney does seem half as 5, 
as it did on our little Memphis, in observance of the
blueprint. ,17th anniversary of the Unit-
DKVENDKR
Mississippi.
A business woman, she owns
ty and Elder Blair T. Hunt,
pastor.
"I have been young but am
now old; yet I have never
seen the righteous forsaken.
oar his seed bogging bread."
... Psalm
LIM 'BLUEPRINTS'
The evening shadows are
potering closely around the
morn. And spiritual stamina so
characteristic of generations
ago. The day of oxen "wafting
on the Lord" has been rele-
gated to those of weak minds.
Men and women of the brave
new world of ours have now
risen to a state where they
have all the answers and know
how. 1952 living does not call
for faith. Any venture that
man now enters he has all of
the answers.
A young couple getting mar-
more complicated his life be-
comes. The unanticipated gets
HIGHER MOTIVES ed Nations. The meetings are
Maybe such an hour as this'open to the public. Readingsprovoked the famous words of
from the sacred writings ofDavid, "I once was young but
am now old, but I have never several religions will be used.
seen the righteous forsaken nor, In announcing this year's To Organize Churchhis seed begging bread." It is-- Human Rights Day observance. BARBARA DUNCANat this point that the signifi-:
cance of building and traveling Mrs. John Myers, Chairman of Rev. Crawford A. Lucas is
inviting all well wishers, andcorrectly — within the con-!the local Baha'i community,
the general public in the Lake-fines of moral and spiritual' said that Rev. J. C. Mickle, view Garden community todictation becomes apparent. 'pastor of the Second Congre- attend a program and organi-There must be some forti-
fication 
.
gational church on Walker zation of a Baptist Church,in all that we do that
December 16, 1962 at- moves beyond the little intel- Ave.. would speak on human Sunday,
3 p.m. at Lakeview Gardenlectual and economic patterns rights. 
elementary school.we plan to inject into the situ-, United Nations literature 
ation. We must assure our- will be presented to all at-selves that what we are doing
or planning to do meets the tending. Programs of Prayers 'TERMITES- ROACHES'
highest standards. for Peace, open to people of WATER BUGSThe hour has come upon us all religions, are being held,
when righteousness must take.in observance of Human Rights ion a new role. Our plans have ,
Day, by Baha'is in over 1600been largely responsible for,
current world conditions. We communities in the United'
have arrived at the place States.
YOUTH PRESENT RECITAL — Pioneers and seniors at
Parkway Gardens Presbyterian church recently presented
an organ-voice-piano recital featuring Ella Yvonne Lake,
Waddla Brown and Phoebe Weaver and here the groups
Central High PTA iPorter PTA To
Teachers Of State
The Parent-Teacher Asso-
ciation of Central High school
urged members of the Shelby
County Legislative delegation
to work for the enactment of
a law. allowing by the state
of the compulsory contribu-
tions ,of 411 teacher to the Re-
irenrept System to age 65. The
minimum monthly allowance
of $2.50 will be multiplied by
the years of creditable serv-
ice.
A spokesman for the group
said, "It is our belief that this
would act as an incentive for
I seta will present a "Musical
I Caravan" on Sunday, Dec. 16,
' starting at 5 p.m., and the
public is invited.
beers for 1963, with Rev. J.
L. Griffin installing them.
Mrs. Maurice Lemmons is
president of the club and Rev.
E. E. Dunigan pastor of the
church.




9 AM 6PM —Monday thru Friday
9 A.M.-2 P M —Sat.








Coll ORIOLE DRUGS For
FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
1014 MISSISSIPPI
DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
Phones: WM 2-1721 WM 1-0255
RATS
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
Pest Exterminating Co.
0. Z. Evisrs PA 7-6033
For Holidays
The annual Christmas pro-
gram of Porter PTA will be
held Thursday, December 13,
at 7:30 p.m. in the school's
cafeteria. The president, Chris-
tine D. Hill, urges a large ati
tendance of parents at this
meeting.
The band and glee club will
feature Christmas music.
Among the many gifts to be
received by the holders of
lucky numbers, will be a tur-
key.
The annual Membership
drive will close at this time.
Porter PTA is striving to
maintain the largest member-
ship in the Bluff City Council.
BE il 11' - Religious Moving
Picture - Presented By - LEWIS
DAVIS MEMORIAL C.M.C. Church
The Church plans to hove a w••It.
ly Relitious Film with a small ad•
mission charg• of 30t for Adults,
15t for Children under 12 Yrs.,
Dec. 15, Satur.;ay. Th• film will
be "From Bethany To Cavalry."
Doc Sot. Dec. 15 - Timis: 1:30







Ther• Is o reason why poopro
Ilk• to do business with us. You,
too, will Ilit• our courteous treat-
ment and doolvo to holp you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Nome Owned - Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W. lik• to soy y•s to your
loan request"
Examin•d and Supervised by
th• State Department of
insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
111 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7111
ISAVE go* •hunedmi:delivered
milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
3 T CART HOME SAVINGS!





Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups








Company Mokoo Whet You Ask For And
Creator Whit Yes Think Of"
•
order, are Thurman Northoress, Yvonne Robinson, Sandra
Simplon, Beverly Spight. Cheryie Spight, Yvonne Robin-
son, Gwendolyn Loskett and Beverly Simpson. Standing
from left are Harold Jeans, Ronald Johnson, Mrs. Eimertha
Cole, music teacher of the reciting students: Errol Johnson,
Patricia Simpson, Pauletta, Harrison, Bertrum McClarum,
Naamon Johnson, Archie Willis and Odle Houston. (B. T.
McChriston Photo)
!PAC Tables Divorce Action
CHICAGO — (UPI) —"rre
Illinois Public Aid Commission
has tabled indefinitely a pro-
posed policy to pay for divorces.
aecom mend ation by Harold 0.
Swank, its executive secretary.
Swank said there were some
cases where mothers and fathers
have been unable to marry be-
The Commission acted on a Icause they could not afford a
proposal forwarded with out divorce from a previous mate.
SATUR,14Y, DECEMBER 16 1962
US. Court benies Plea
Of Mississippi Student
ABEiDEISN. Miss. — Cox upheld a motion by as-
(UPI) — Retired U. S.
District Judge Allen Oiss
ruled that attorneys seek-
ing to have Clyde Ken-
nard released from the state
penitentiary must first go
trough state channels.
The 33-year-old Kennard, who
once tried to enroll at the all-
white University of Southern
Mississippi, is serving a seven-
eat prison term for the theft





terian church at a recent Con-
gregational Meeting adopted
a budget of $25,000 for the
1963 year.
Preceding the drawing up
of the budget, extensive train-
ing in stewardship was given
,members of the church along
with an "Every Member"
canvass carried out under the
direction of Horace Wallace.
Members of the Budget
Committee, who gave con-
sideration to all areas of
church work, are James Simp-
son, St., chairman; Bill Jones,
Mrs. Verlene Jones, Mrs. Mar-
guerite McChriston, George
Garrett, Horace Wallace, Thur_
man Northcross, Jr., Vasco
Smith and Sherman Robinson.
sistant State AllY• Gen. Will E.
Wells for dismissal &old fed-
eral court of the habeas corpus
petition untll state remedies had
been exhausted.
No witnesses were presented
in the 90-minute hearing before
Cox ruled that the case should
first be heard by the state Su-
preme court.
Cox was appointed to hear
the case by U. S. District Judge
Claude Clayton of the northern
district of Mississippi.
Kennard's attorney, R. Jess
Brown of Jackson, told Cox new
evidence "would shed new light








All Colors ooii Ca*
Combinations




VIIITE Mt rut (ATMS!
SPRINSER FASHION UNIFORMS'
7111 N f t., N.E. 77 Alaimo St., S.W.





Big Star & Quality Stamps.
Enjoy Christmas Shopping with the
Quality Stamps you receive at Big Star!
Quality Stamps are so easy to save &
even easier to shop with at Christmas time!
More Firms Give















re For Fine Gifts?
rei & Lowenstein Offers Lower Prices... Bigger Discounts!
Complete Service For 8 -- In Choice of Two Patterns Special Purchase!
a Almost Indestructible61 Pc. Set of Me!mac Magna Lite Molded 3-Pc.
8 Plastic 
Tumblers


























With 8 Plastic Tumblers Included
Get everything shown in a choice of the 2 lovely
patterns pictured. Quality MELMACV melamine
dinnerware that's extremely break-resistant. Just
wait till you see it. You'll agree it's a ,torr;fic salus.







Reel Values at $50—Our Discount Price
'You'll be amazed when you see the exquisite diamonds in
this exciting collection. Your choice for only 









With Either of These
17 Jewel Watches
Choice of man's or lady's style







Rose pattern styled in
h/tade by Oneida in Valley
Sou.-them tradition.
All Memphis Stores Open Till 9 Every Night
DOWNTOWN







Other Stores in Jackson, Tenn. — Mayfield, Ky. — Jen•sboro, Ark.
Helena, Ark. — Corinth, Miss. — Grenada, Miss.
LUGGAGE SET
Never before has there ever been luggage like this. Feather-light, jet
sturdy, it's almost impossible to damage it. Unique hidden locks open w;t.
just one lever. Now Pere! & Lowenstein slashes the price on a 3-pi. se
pullman case, overnight case and train case in white, charcoal, blue
or green.


























ALL NEXT YEAR TO PAY

























The retire electric mixer can be
ad as a iuicen or a meat
grinder. Complefi 'With metal
table with electric outlet, and
decoraiive 4-pc. canister set.
99
Pay Only S4 a Month on Budget Plan
I elsh or "1
('.0.1).
PEITEL 1, LOWENSTEIN 1 Reg. Charge
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WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
THADDEUS T. STOKES 
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
A.B.C. 
The New I A.B.0Tri-State Defender
Stowth'e Indopiond•nt Week  -1
General Monger
 Publisher
Home °Him 276 South Wellington — Phone JA. 6-13397
Editor
Subscription r.t.i On• year, $0 al x months, $3. SO, (2.geor sp•cial SubscrIptIon rot• $10)
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Probation Is Not Enough
f The Southern Association of Col-leges and Schools found the Uni-
versity of Mississippi guilty of abdi-
' catirfg its administrative rights to a
• political mountebank without assert-
ing its delegated powers or without
, even the semblance of protest.
And though the Association found
that Gov. Ross Barnett was guilty of
political interference when he took
i over as registrar to keep James
Meredith from registering at the state
• institution, Ole Miss was only placed
on probation, thus escaping the aca-
demic stigma of disaccreditation.
i This probation business is only a
slap on the wrist for a deliberate and
unparalleled dereliction of duty. This
disgraceful misconduct prepared the
way for the riots that ensued on the
campus of the University and which
resulted in the death of two persons.
All during that black night when
the campus hooligans gave full vent
to the bestial emotions, not a single
responsible official of the University
appeared on the scene to .help quell
the rioting mobsters. The University's
adminstrative officers, from the
President on down, made no public
denunciation of the mob action. And
even to date, they are not giving the
protection that they could give to
James Meredith to insure his personal
Ferment In Kenya
One of the main stumbling blocks
to the path of Kenya's independence
was thrust aside when Governor
Sir Patrick Benison was replaced by
a United Kingdom liberal.
Jomo Kenyatta, head of the
Kenya African National Union,
known as KANU, told a party rally
that Benison had quit "because things
were getting too hot."
Benison is being replaced by Mal-
colm MacDonald, former British
High Commissioner in Southeast
Asia. Another KANU leader, M.
Kibai. recalled that Benison called
Kenyatta a "leader, to darkness and
death" and said "he knows Kenyatta
is going to rule Kenya and that is why
he had decided to quit."
Kenya coalition party leader Sir
Ferdinand Cavendish-Bentinck be-
lieves that MacDonald was being sent
more as a high commissioner than as
a governor, "possibly to hasten inde-
pendence, act as governor-general
security without military guard and
justice department escort.
Governor Barnett's assurance that
ibPre is no interference now, does not
wash away the Governor's overt act
or the University Trustees' sins of
omission. The federal court apparent-
ly still is not satisfied that Mr. Bar-
nett has purged himself of defiance
of the spirit as well as the letter of
the court order directing that Mere-
dith be admitted to the University of
Mississippi.
Federal troops and federal mar-
shals are still on the University's
premises. The serious wrongdoings
which ripened into violence may yet
be rekindled if and when the guards
are removed. The spotlight centers in
this hostile setting on those who are
in positions of leadership.
That that leadership's only true
test of awareness of its responsibility
is the promotion of a climate and a
sane approach within the framework
of law and order. We see no basis for
assuming that this has been done
without military deterrence.
If these incidents are not a suf-
ficient cause for disaccreditation,
pray what is? Probation in this case
amounts to a compromise with con-
duct that is reprehensible in any-
body's book.
when the time comes, and advise on
the East African Federation."
Tom Mboya, Kenya's Labor Min-_
ister, and one of the most brilliant of
the present crop of African leaders,
told newsmen that his party, KANU
of which he is general secretary,
would "work with anybody, so long
as he is working in the right direc-
tion."
Anyhow, the consensus is toward
the conclusion that the long-awaited
date for declaration of Kenya's inde-
pendence may not be far off. All po-
litical parties seem in agreement with
the view that many of the racial
problems that have retarded the
progress of the country in social and
economic areas, would be solved by
granting Kenya its independence.
Justice on this order cannot be too
long delayed without untoward con-
sequences. Kenya is sufficiently ad-
vanced politically and educationally
to administer its own native affairs.
NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
"HE WHO STEALETH ..."
Something took place here in Memphis
last week which caused me to think of
the great Bard Of Avon, William Shakes-
peare, and what he said in one of his many
great literary works — "He who stealeth
my purse, steals nothing. It was mine,
it was his and it has been the slave of
thousands. But he who stealeth my good
name, steals a fortune which does not en-
rich him but makes me poor indeed."
I suspect that some local policemen and
the Alcohol Licensing Commission are
guilty of impoverishing some poor de-
fenseless holder of a beer license.
A prime example of being robbed of
a good name is the case of Melvin Bonds,
owner of the Big M restaurant on Well-
ington. Last weck he was arrested, jailed,
fined and his beer license suspended by
the, Alcohol Licensing Commission for
15 days and then put under a concurrent
probationary period for 30 days after
police testified in court they "saw white
youngsters drinking highballs in his res-
taurant."
Chairman of the Commission Jesse
Johnson had the unmitigating cheek to
inform Bonds "we are penalizing you for
not supervising your place more closely."
Johnson went on to lecture Bonds:
"The board is not telling you to not allow
white people to come into your place. We
Just think it would help prevent possible
trouble if you would keep them out."
Johnson also admitted openly that
Bonds' restaurant or nightspot if you like
... previously had an excellent record as
far as the Commission was concerned. He
told Bonds further, "If minors go into
your place you must see that they don't
drink anything alcoholic. You've done a
good job down there. Go on back and do
even better."
Of course that was after Bonds had
been fined $11 in City Court (Nov. 28) on
a charge of "disturbing the peace."
When Johnson told Bonds to not allow
white people in his place to help prevent
possible trouble, was he being helpful?
Or racially prejudiced? Or was Johnson
implying that some white people's con-
duct is so deplorable it defiles Bonds'
business establishment?
Bonds and his restaurant have been
filched of their good names by police and
the Commission.
WEED MY VICE
Again, I must refer to the Bard Of
Avon, and his "Measure for Measure"
(act III, scene 2) in which he stated:
"Peace be with you! He, who the
swore of heaven will bear, should be as
holy as severe, pattern in himself to know,
grace to stand, and virtue go, more nor
less to other paying than my self offenses
weighing. Shame to him whose cruel strik-
ing kill for false of his own liking! Twice
treble shame on Angelo, to weed my voice
and let his grow! 0, what may man within
him hide, though an Angel on the out-
ward side! How many likeness made in
crime, making practice on the times, to
draw with idle spider's strings most pon-
derous and substantial things, craft against
vice. I must apply: with Angelo tonight
shall lie his old betrothed but despised;
So disguised shall, by the despised pay
with falsehood, false exacting, and per-
form an old contracting."
The sense or right and wrong. good and
bad, lawful and unlawful, has been
trampled by men who are always ready
"to weed another's vice and let theirs
grow" until one is forced to ask "If the
innocent reap punishment, what is the
plague of the guilty."
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IF I HAVE my health and strength, the
evening the Seven Arts film corporation
holds the opening of the movie version of
the hit Broadway show, "No Strings," I
will be there — carrying a picket sign.
I feel very strongly that the producers
of this up-coming movie are guilty of the
most flagrant racial discrimination in their
recently-announced decision to give the
starring role in the picture to an Eurasian
girl who has all the appearance of a Cau-
casian.
Playwright Richard Rodgers wrote "No
Strings" expressly for a beautiful, highly-
talented Negro performer, Diahann Car-
roll. Miss Carroll's sensitive execution of
the role has been universally hailed.
Yet, Seven Arts has by-passed Miss
Carroll and their excuse is that "she is
not known in Europe and outside the
Broadway area."
Integrated Romance
IT JUST HAPPENS that "No Strings"
is the story of a love affair between a
white man and a Negro girl in Paris. Could
it be that Seven Arts feels the film version
will be more palatable to the Southern
States and to people who live in a state
of prejudiced mind — if the lead female
gives the appearance of being white?
Sounds ridiculous.
But then people find all sorts of ridi-
culous alibis when their color prejudice
is showing.
We are proud that Diahann, who has
the not too usual combination of beauty,
brains and a social conscience, has had
the integrity to protest this situation.
Loss of this film role, while hurtful,
cannot seriously impede a career which is
unmistakably destined for even greater
triumphs than she has achieved in the
more than one-year run of "No Strings"
on Broadway.
Trouble-Maker Label
WE THINK that there are some per-
formers who would have taken the snub
with bitter quietness — feeling that to air
the rotten situation would be to call down
upon themselves the wrath of the powers
that be in the entertainment business.
People who speak up, even in this busi-
ness, are often labelled "trouble-makers"
by those who create — and want to cover
up — injustice.
We believe that Diahann was not think-
ing strictly of her own personal interests
when she told the press and public what
had been done to her. She says — and
we believe her — that she would have no
protest to make if another Negro actress
had been chosen over her.
Miss Carroll displayed the kind of
courage and honesty which we love to
see in our top people when she testified
before a Congressional hearing investigat-
ing racial discrimination in the entertain-
ment industry.
Horror Of Jim Crow
"I AM A LIVING proof of the horror
of discrimination," Miss Carroll declared.
"I look to my industry to be the leaders
in this issue of racial discrimination and
to do away with this kind of thinking. But
it's the same old story."
Miss Carroll is right. What's more, she
should get the vigorous backing of all
square-shooting white people in show busi-
ness — and there are plenty. She should
get the backing of the Negro people. I am
happy to state that a number of important
people in the national Negro community
are as disturbed about this situation as I
am.
Among them is Dr. Martin Luther King
— and I think you know that when Dr.
King is disturbed, he is quite willing and
capable of doing something about it.
Maybe — under the mores of the pre-
sent American system — Seven Arts has
the right to boycott Miss Carroll — and
in boycotting her — (to use her own words:
"to cast aspersion not only on myself, but
on my race as well."
Our Boycott Rights
MAYBE THEY have that right.
Well, we have the right to boycott and
to seek to persuade all the other people we
can persuade to boycott the film "No
Strings" when it makes its bow."
Like I said, if I have my health and
strength, the opening night of this picture,
I will be there — with a great big picket
sign.
I'd like to have a lot of company.
The time has come when we are tired
of catching the crumbs that fall off the
white man's table. We want to — and we
will — sit down and dine in style. We
have earned that right and we fully in-




No wonder that this city's
beatniks are multiplying like
rabbits.
-tittle wonder why there
are so many men walking
around desperately in need of
haircuts.
The prices these barbers
charge is just one step ahead
of the law. I call it highway
robbery.
Okay, so I got a more in-
teliegent conversation than I
ever got in any city while get-
ting my haircut. But at those
prices, any Chicago barber can
afford to have the entire En-
cyclopedia Brittanica deliver-
ed to his doorstep daily!
It $250 a fax price to pay
for a haircut Just because the
barber has a new chair with
an ashtray built into the arm-
rest? Or because he V., con-
versant with socio-economic
problems In Iran? Heck not
Then after the haircut is
paid for, you have to fend off
a pack of sycophants who are
dying to enamel your show%
perform surgery on your fing-
ertips or stab the nape of your
neck with a whisk brush.
The shop I refer to has a
sign in its window reading:






Recently, through TV and
and newspaper ads, the Amer-
ican Broadcasting Company
touted Diahann Carroll's guest
appearance on one of its
"Naked City" episodes.
One almost thought that he
would be called a bigot if he
didn't tune in. So I did. My
suspicions about the young
lady were confirmed. She
couldn't act her why through
a public school playlet cast
in tht role of a corpse.
She wasn't cast as a corpse
in this production, but dis-
played the emotional spectrum
of any exhumed Civil War
warrior. I admit that Miss
Carroll was at • disadvantage
since she wore but one Jackie
Kennedy-ish outfit and sang
no songs. But acting ability
was supposed to fill the void
that the lack of spectacular
show-biz gimmicks created.
However, Miss Carroll's act-
ing only enforced it.
Let's get more Negro talent
into TV, and leave the sham




The United Negro College Fund has
long been correctly heralded as a good
idea. And it is still just that.
Every Negro who can possibly afford
to contribute should make it a "must."
Incidentally, contributions may be made
the year around ... not just during the
annual drive. In fact, more Negro indi-
viduals, and institutions (such as clubs,
churches, etcetera) should think of the
fund in terms of requests in their wills,
in special fund-raising programs, dances,
and other efforts to support the approxi-
mately 40 Negro-administered colleges
aided by the Fund.
And there are a lot of sound, solid rea-
sons why they should support the fund.
NEGRO SPIRIT
Not the least of these reasons is the
one of Negro self-direction. By self-direc-
tion and control of at least a segment of
education for Negroes. Despite the justi-
fiable hue and cry for integrated educa-
tion, there's still a much-needed place for
educational institutions primarly for Ne-
groes.
This is not a plea for segregated schools
and colleges for Negroes. This is a remind-
er, rather, that, if the Negro as such is
to survive, spiritually, and psychologicai-
ly, as well as otherwise, then there must
be places where the Negro spirit can be
nurtured.
The only place where this "Negro spirit"
can be stimulated, encouraged, directed,
and developed, is in the Negro school
and college.
NEW WORLD
A young Negro attending these inte-
grated white schools and colleges will
possibly receive a more detailed, more
scientific, or a broader lot of "book learn- di
ing." And it's true that Negroes generally
will acquire more skills and techniques s
for living in an increasingly competitive 4
world. True, a world can be envisioned
in which the color of a man's skin or his
racial origins, won't be a handicap.
But wonder if such a world means that
groups of men must lose their identities?
Must a Negro cease being a Negro as soon
as he acquires a college degree. Does „
man have to 'divest himself of all ideatk
fication with the Negro as a group, as
soon as he becomes a doctor, lawyer. suc-
cessful business man, or professor?
As increasing steps toward integrated
living in America appear, the Negro must
decide whether or not he wants to hide
himself completely under the blanket of
the white majority in America . . . or
whether he wants to enjoy the best Amer-
ica has to offer while still maintaining
his distinctiveness as a Negro.
SOMETHING ELSE
Of course, someone may ask, "Can the
Negro enjoy the best America has to offer
and still be a Negro?" Will America per-
mit a "Negro" to enjoy its best? Or must
a Negro change himself into "something
else?" Must he give up his soul in order to
enjoy integrated living? Is there no place
in America for anything that's distinctly
Negroid?
It is the belief here that consciously or
unconsciously the colleges receiving aid
from the United Negro College Fund, are
the last and most important bastions for
the preservation of the best in the "Negro
spirit."
NEGRO COLLEGES?
Now, no doubt many of the adminis-
trators and faculty members, to say no- .
thing of the students, would cry out in :-
holy horror if they felt they were in any-
way serving to preserve any aspects of -
this "Negro Spirit." No doubt, many of
them could produce learned arguments
to prove that there is not, and has never
been, any such thing as the "Negro Spirit."
Yes, many Negroes would like to claim
the "American spirit".., but let's face it. •!".•
The Negro has not been permitted to
participate fully enough in American life
to imbibe its true spirit. His very separa-
tion has made develop his own spirit. Is






I said, "to whine 'I can't
do that because I'm colored. That, I think,
is one bad habit you have, friend—always
bringing up race."
"I do," said Simple, "because that is
what I am always coming face to face
with — race. I look in the mirror in the
morning to shave — and what do I see?
Me, colored. I go to work and who do I see
looking at me out of my boss' eyes. Me
again. I ask for an advancement and I
don't get it.
Why? Because the union won't admit
colored in the skilled department. So I
keep sweeping under the machines instead
of working at one. My pay check is me.
When I get ready to vote, the first thing
I think about is how do the candidates


































































































































































AIRKA HAS ,mmEDITH CASE, TOO.BUT His WHITE STUDENT
lb SALISBURY, Southern Rhodesia — (UPI) — The
campus of the University of Rhodesia and Nyasaland
here is closed for the Christmas vacation. But one
lonely student fearfully walks the deserted echoing
corridors, a political outcast at the age of 19.
The student, bearded, South 
African-born Stephen Lom- visits to the nearest police at.,
bard, is a political restrictee. tWn•
He must report to the police As a white member of a
three times a week. He can_ black political party Lombard
not travel more than four was used to taunts, jeers and
miles in any direction from even violence,
the campus. . A month before ZAPU was
When the other students banned a gang of students
packed up and went home to, from nearby Gwebi agricultui
spend Christmas with their ii college — most of them
families, Lombard just sat and's°1" of "redneck" settler fa
rm•
watched. He had no place to go ers — raided Lombard's dor-
because his widowed mothersmit°rY and smashed his room
lives more than four miles' The raiders ripped the boy's
from the university. 1 books apart, tore up his no
tes.
Young Lombard's private' and destroyed his furniture
Sell began when the all-white As their calling cards they left •southern Rhodesian govern-
ment banned the African Na-
tionalist Zimbabwe African derogatory South African Afri-I LN BAR IN COLORED SECTION of Salisbury. Stephen Lom-
People's Union (ZAPU) on kaner term. bard who has restricted because of his friendship for
Sept. 20. A white man who University authorities brush-
opposes racial discrimination, ed off the raid as a student 
Negroes talks with fellow patron. He has been termed
he was a card-carrying mem- prank — putting it in the same coming out of a movie and a ger zone
ber of the party. class as a pantie raid — and 
gang of white thugs gave himt So LSI. e young student'si
At dawn that morning police took no action, another beating. Two whites;haunts became the squalid,'
rapped on the door of Lom-' But when Lombard's name broke into his room early onelreeking bars and dives in the'.
bard's room in the men's dor- was published as one of 
the morning and threatened to kill dimly-lit colored section of the,
mitory at the university. They five white members of ZAPU him. ;city. There he was safe —:
ransacked it for subversive Who had been served with 
re- the half-castes a n di
get are members, a Speciallbegan. 
l
documents. Then they served striction orders his grief real
For Lombard, the garishly among
- 1 1 bright center of Salisbury, 
its;black men. 
streets dazzling under thel His dusky (milking compan-
fined him to within a four-1 He went to an old school
 re-1
mile radius of the campus andiuion and his 
former classmatesiblaze of neon signs festooninglions refe
rred to Lombard as
compels the thrice weekly beat him up. He was 
seen'the skyscrapers, became a dan-!"Mwana Wevu" — son of the!
----
threatening notes calling lm-
bard a "Kaffir Beetle" — a
„
BUSY AT WORK at desk behind the figure of the human
body and its various parts, an Ethiopian student concen-
trates on studies in the physiology laboratory
WHILE PURIM' HEALTH NURSE discusses the health of
the family and examines the youngest child, the men (left)
are more interested in the nurse's portable radio which keeps
her in touch with the outside world. The greatest obstacle in
Ethiopia is the shortage of health workers. Each year 30
LEPROSY AMONG MONKS living In the hermit's colony or
Mandaba, on the shore of Lake Tana, is discussed by a health
assistant and the leader of the monks. Health workers of-
health assistants. 30 public health nurses and 30 sanitarians
graduate from Halle Selassie Public Health College and
Training Center, but this is not enough to help combat the
country's diseases.
"reverse James Meredith” in Southern Rhodesia, were
he has been beat up by white students because he Is against
restrictions on Africans.
soil. "I was with another student! 
In an interview, Lombard when a crowd of long-haired
told how it felt to be Southern, teen-agers shouted my name. I
Rhodesia's white equivalent of ;knew what was coming.
Mississippi's only Negro stus "They came up to us and
dent, James Meredith. one of them grabbed my shirt.'
"The first big incident after 'Hey, Lombard, you joined t
he
the raid on my room happened Kaffirs (Africans) an ZAPU,
when I attended a reunion atldidn't you?' he asked.
my old school here in Saba-, "From there the encounter
bury," he saki ldeveloped into a brawl. But I
fere him the pins with which the progress of leprosy can now
be arrested.
was lucky — I got away with
nothing worse than a black
eye.
"The next attack was the
one outside a cinema In the
City center." (The four mile re-
striction allows Lombard to
reach Salisbury's theaterland
and shopping streets.)
"I was alone when someone
called my name. Three men
were calling me from an alley.
My pride wouldn't let met run
so I went down the alley to
meet them. I didn't last long
against the three of them, but
at least one went away with
what must have been a very
painful eye t h e following
morning.
"The last attack Came when
two whites forced their way
.into my room at the college
in the small hnurs. One of
them carried a ZAPU member-
ship card and Asked me if I
knew what it was.
"Of course I said I knew it
was a ZAPU card. Then one of
them tried to get me to say
I'd been forced to join the par-
ty. When I refused, his friend
got rough, but for some reason
they changed their minds and
left.
"But I'd had enough, and
when I made my routine visit
to the police the next morn-
ing I laid charges of trespass,
assault, and intimidation. I
aallak
thought I knew who they Z
were.
"I told another student I'd.i
laid the charges. He asked mei).
to withdraw them, saying hef
thought the two thugs were g
friends who'd been to a cam-
pus party.. Later I received a s
visit from the two. They'd.
come to apologize.
"But the significant thing is
that I was refused police pro-
tection. When I laid charges I
asked the police to watch my
room even if they couldn't
give me full protection. A
sergeant gave me a polite
brush-off saying the police
were too busy watching the
African townships to !pare a
man for me."
Lombard, a freshman econom-
ies student, said he wouldn't
have requested protection even
then, but end of term examin-
ations were starting and the
terrorism of feSlow whites was
having its effect.
Now he's afraid he won't''
make his grades, and his moth-
er won't find it easy to pay for
another ,year at college.
"It seisms the government's
anti - intimidation laws only
operate against Africana," the
boy said. He stared out across
the deserted campus, said
goodbye and settled down to
his lonely reading.
HAPPY MOTHER nurses her baby In the seven-bed mater-
nity ward at Gondar. The ward Is operated by a Dorid )3
Health Organization staff member
How New Houlth Hope
Comes To Ethiopians
GONDAR, Ethiopia—In
the land where the "Lion
of Judah" rules and there
is only one physician to
every 97,000 persons, a new
ray of hope in the field of
medicine is seen.
The ray of hope is being
brought to the ancient coun-
try by the World Health Or-
ganization. WHO's first pro-
ject is to end the greatest
'shortage of all, health work-
In the Northwestern part of
Ethiopia, near Lake Tana,
WHO has set up a center in
Gondar, the capital of Bege-
medir Province.
In 1982, Ethiopian officials
considered the possibility of
training more auxiliary work-
• Area Newcomers ers. They consulted withFind Textbook Publishers Willing
Jo
WHO. which suggested the
establishment of a center for
To See Photos training health assistants,auxiliary public health nurses
Point Up Negro's Role In U. S. Of Hyde Park work laid, The United Na-and sanitarians.As a result of the ground
DETROIT -- (UPI)
The assistant director of
Human Relations Service
for Detroit public schools
said representatives for a
group of leading textbook pub-
lishers seem willing to review
treatment of minority groups
in public school textbooks.
Many Brand said represen-
tatives of about a dozen text-
book publishing firms met last
America's growth
The Na;ional Association
for the Advancement of Col-
ored People has protested
treatment of Negroes in his-
tory textbooks used by sev-
enth and eighth graders in
Detroit.
I "We all know that nation- enth and eighth grade history
ally distributed texts have textbook were inadequate, but
avoided offending the South- added "it won't be withdrawn
ern states," Miss Brand said, until a better text is found."
She said osie publisher s
month in Lansing with the2
Michigan Department of Pub-
lic Instruction's curriculum
committee on better human
relations to discuss the prob-
lem.
Miss Brand, roinmitten
chairman, said the publishers
were receptive" because they
ave been under pressure in
other areas in the North and
West to revise textbooks to
more adequately point up the
role of minority groups in
Casket Firms Set
Big $320,000 Merger
DETROIT -- A $320,000 presidents of .the two Negro
merger of the Murray Cas- casket 
manufacturing firms.
The Murray operation,
ket Company of Butler, Ga.,1 Which also has a plant in At-
and the Bryant Casket tants, is the largest in the
Company of Detroit, has South and the Bryant compa-
been announced by James Mur-;ny is the largest Negro-owned
ray, Jr. and George J. BryantScasket maker in Michigan,
can no longer let Mississippi•exhihit of photographs of inter-
dictate the kind of textbooksiesting architectural detail from
we write."
Samuel M. Brownell, De- 
buildings demolished in the
troit superintendent of schools, Hyde 
Park•Kenwood urban re-
said some parts of the sev- aewal project will be or. display
during December at the Hyde
Park Federal Savings & Loan
Association, 1508 E. 55th at.
The photographs were made
by a Hyde Park resident, flue
Arnold, 4727 S. Kenwood ave.
The exhibit is part of a com•
mutely-wide observance of New-
comers alonth ta acquaint new
residents with the -history of
the ennuminity..
The exhibit and s hrechure
.containing smaller Prints of
the photographs comprising the
exhibit were compiled by the
Hyde Park-Kenwood Communi-
ty Conference in cooperation
with the former Community
Conservation Board.
tions Children's Fund (UNIC-
representative told her "w "Segments or the Past," an EF). WHO and the United
States International Conner*.
tion Administration (ICA)
provided equipment and a
staff for the project.
The new medical program,
cense! Ethiopia 9, set as its
goal, the training of 5,000
auxiliary personnel to belts
staff the existing 45 hospitals
(3,380 beds), and 83 out-pa-
tient departments, which pro-
vide simple medical and sani-
tsee tervices.
From she Haile Sclacci-
11103lie 14-a1sh Colltge and
'rrateing Centre at Gondar. 30
health askitants have corn.
nleeed a three.yeer course. 30
noble heelth norses have
comnleted two years. and 33
sanitarians have completed a
one year course.
All three grottos had to take l
professional adjustment. hy-
giene and health education of
the public.
I Besides extending the out-!
patient activities at the hos-
pital in Gondar, a health lab-
oratory was added to the pro-
ject.
There is a seven-bed ma-
ternity ward attached to the
hospital and it has midwife
services for mothers who wish
to be delivered at home. To
promote mother and child
health, there is also a milk dis-
tribution center, home visit-
ing and health education.
The main diseases found in
she Gondar areal are parasitic
diseases, veneral disease, dy-
sentery, typhus and relapsing
fever. Besides studying di-
seases, WHO's staff workers
also study the food habits and
home industries of the Ethio-
pians.
Because of the success of
the project, health centers
have been set up in Kolladu-
ha, Correia and Dahat. The
additional centers also provide
Practical experience for field
work•rs. Graduates of Gender
working at 50 health centers,
are serving about a million
persons.
The health assistants have
even penetrated the hermit
colonv of monks living in
Mendaha. on the shore of
Lake Tana, where there is
leorosy. He has offered them
pills to halt the dreaded di-
cease.
What is WHO which has
done so much to alleviate
sickness and disease in this
Rest African country?
, It is an international co-op-
erative for health and is corn-
nosed of 115 member nations.
Its ohiectiee is "the attain-
ment by all eeoplea of the
hirhest possible level of
health."
WHO assists in strengthen-
ing national health services,
helping train more and bet-
ter health workers, fighting
major diseases, protecting ma-
ternal and child health, im-
proving iumitatirm and water
supply and promoting mental
health.
It also provides services
needed by all countries alike.
This includes epidemic infor-
mation, international quaran-
tine measures, world health
statistics, international stan-
dardization of drugs, vaccines
and other medical substances,
the promotion of medical re-
search and a technical publi-
cations program.
The main headquarters is
located in Geneva, Switzer-
land with regional offices
around the world. The work
of WHO is carried on by about
2,000 persons from 70 coun-
tries.
Performing a great humani-
rrs
.111
tarian service to mankind, I
WHO warns of epidemics, sets
up uniform quarantine regu-
lations, compiles health eta- s
tistics. sets up standards for I
,drugs, acts as a clearing house I
for health information and
'conducts research on health
problems.
, The health organization is
, also vitally interested in en-
vironmental sanitation, mental
'health, health education,
health for mothers end chil-
dren, and dental occupational
health.
Contributing to WHO's bud-
the restriction order that con-
Fund For Health Promotion,
The United Nations Technical
Assistance Fund and UNICEF.
Need Santa's Helpers
For Yule At Hospital
hundreds of helpers.
On Christmas day every pa-
tient in the hospital receives a
present from the volunteer de-
partment of Cook County
school of nursing, 1895 W. Har_ think of the children w
ho
rison st., on Chicago's West-
side. 
come to the clinics on Christ-
mas eve or Christmas day.
Helpers will help Santa and There's a stocking for them.
"
the volunteer department All wards have 
Christmas
make Christmas merry for the trees which must be trimm
ed,
bedridden. Mrs. Hecht pointed 
out.
"The volunteer department "Our great need is Christ-
provides adults and teen-agers mas ornaments, wall decora-
with a bed bag containing a tions, wreaths. We try, too ,to
few toilet articles," Mrs. We!- have enough favors for every
ter W. Hecht, the department's patient's tray. Here interested
director, revealed, individuals can give personal
In addition, she pointed out, assistance."
Santa Claus is spending the bag contains a pair of
some anxious moments these
days. 
socks for the men, a shoulder
He's preparing to 
pay his shawl for the elderly and for
annual visit to Cook County the teen-age boys, a 
boat, car
thospitaljents—  a mwehne gr e 
them 
0 ehe 24,0800piai._ "Noor  airplane rre he 
teen-age 
tmodetelorgearnegi.rls
dren—just as anxiously await iloverlooked," Mrs. Hecht said.
ol' Nick and his bag full of 
gifts for them. 
"Their bag will contain •
scarf, cosmetics or a piece of
Santa's anxious for he needs jewelry and every child in
childrens, contagious and men-
tal health hospitals receives a.'
toy or book"
"Santa's Volunteers even
DE FEN DER SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15 1962 SA
BRIDGE CLUB, at the Walker
manse, 1295 South Parkway
East. Pert Harriette greeted
one and all looking tres chic
in Christmasy red silk quilted
hostess pants, with green em-








• _ BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
il sgetwes Lletaill•ON•111111119101101'"!
Memories are made of this: son, the latter a sPecial guest,
!soignee dinner bridge par- assisting with the score-keep-
ty given by Mrs. Harriette ing chores. Other SKC's ores-
Winker last, Saturday night, cot, who all bemoaned their ill-
tot the members of SKC luck were Harriet Davis, Julia
Hopkins, Melba Briscoe, Mil-
dred Crawford, Minnie Woods,
Alma Both, Gert Walker, Jua-
nita Arnold and "your scribe."
MRS. WHITE, HOSTESS
Mrs. HENR Y (MYRTLE)
WHITE was a most gracious
" han Newman, OPhelia Ryes,
C Lula Pope, Martha Horne, Mm-
me Woods, Carrie Rhodes, Sam
I Ellen Wilson, Mae Fitzgerald,
Ruth Lewis, Martha Flowers,
Edwina Fields, • Mary Neely,.
Edna Swingler, Lillian CamP.
bell, Leola Gilliam, Margaret
Rivers, Mary Collier, Bertha
Ray, Victoria Hancock Grace
Young, Emma Thom Johnson,
Harriet Davis, Lillie William-
son, Christine Robinson. Fran-
ces Hayes, Bernice McClellan,
Louise Ward. Hazel Lee, Freida
Marr, and Cleo Phillips; and
Misses Rosa Robinson, Jim Ella
WCotton and Jeel Gentry. •
Lovely prizes went to Har-
riet Davis. a complete Revlon
set; Elizabeth Cotton, Martha
Flowers, Leola Gilliam, Freida
Marc and Orphelia Byes . .
who all also won dear to the
heart cosmetic sets.
COBRA BRIDGE CLUB
MRS. ANN F. BENSON was
another perfect hostess at an-
other beautiful dinner bridge
part' for the Cobra Club re-
cently at her home at 350 N
a white crepe de chine over- hostes.s to scores of friends at Donlan. Her hor 
d'ouevres and
blouse with ascot tie. Every another dinner bridge party 
cocktails were disnensed train
inch the perfect host. Maceo given Dec. 1, at the lovely white 
the den, and a delicious buffet
was real sharp while doing the
honors at the bar, wearing a
smart velvet paisley printed
smoking jacket.
There's always fun when this
closely, knitted group of long
standing friends get-tp-gether,
and there was so much to chat
about since it has been some
time since the group met.
Individual tables in the liv-
ing room were immaculately
correct with gleaming silver
and sparkling crystal.
A lively bridge session found
members vieing for Christmas
bewrapped prizes ... and what
prizes they were! Handsome
silver pieces — a bread tray,
covered butter dish, an occa-
sional bowl and silver and glass
bottomed nested ash trays far
too beautiful to be marred with
the likes of mundane ashes.
Such wonderful loot was be-
stowed on lucky gals, Louise
Davis, Marion Pride, Charles-
teen Miles and Catheryn John-
home at 1519 Hanauer at.
Using Christmas decorations
'hroughout the home, the buf-
fet dinner was a vision of forth-
coming holiday cheer, overlaid
with red damask, handpainted
with gold holly leaves, with
black and gold berry and pine
needle. Sterling candlelabra
centered with a miniature gold
and white Christmas tree,
flanked on either side by tall McClellan, Sam Ellen Wilson
red tapers which were hand_ and Bertha Ray.
somelv decorated with white Interesting prizes were won
and silver. Red crysanthemums by Leola, Sally, Rivers and
before a background of pine Sam Ellen . . . all perfumes.
soray were poised in the living who could ask for anything
room. Centering each individ- more or better? ? ?
ual table was a candleholder of CHIT CHAT
red and green, the bases cur- The news rooms of the Tri
roonded with holly wreaths State Defender was buzzing
and tinsel balls, last week, when the announce-,
The scores of guests were ment came that the ranks of the
smartly clad in chic costumes nation's erstwhile most eligible
befitting the glamorous sur- bachelor list would be dimin-
roundings. They included Mes- ished by one, when Editor
dames Elizabeth Cox, Ida Mae.Thaddeus T. Stokes will middle
Lockard, Thelma Harris, Lil-I aisle down Centenary Metho-
dist church on Christmas day,
to be married to Miss Dorothy
Racks of Cleveland, Ohio. The
'bride-to-be is a Cleveland so-
cial worker, but will come to
Memphis to be married.
eal% 40, 744441
The children of the late
MRS. FANNIE SWEET DOTSON
express their Sincere Appreciation to th.o
many friends of Jackson. Tennessee and
various places: the nurses of West Tennessee
Hospital. Reverend L. W. Seward of Rockford.
11E; Reverends Macago. Herring and Slage of
Memphis; Dr. Hildridge of Jackson and
"litatils Funeral Home ffir their expressions of
:7- Sympathy. Flowers and Telegrams.
May God Bless Each Of You.
-Mrs. Corine Thomas Watts
1291 ELL1STON RD.
dinner served.
Members of the Cobra Club
attending the smart party were
Sadie McCoy, Christine Rob-
inson, Dora E. Todd, Mae Della
Reeves, Alzora Haste, Allie
Mae Robarts, Elizabeth Young,
Freida Marc, and guests Leola
Gilliam, Frances Haves, Mil-
dred Crawford, Sally Bartholo-
mew, Rivers King, Bernice
Ernest Withers will serve as
best man at the nuptials, and
Miss Racks has not yet released
the name of her attendant. Miss
Racks has been a frequent vis-
itor in our city, and evidently
she has decided, like the late
W. C. Handy, "I'd rather be
here than anyplace I know!"
I Besides our editor's acquisition
1 of a bride, our city's gain will
be the Queen City of Cleve-
land's loss.
MRS. T. H. HAYES, SR., the
grand matriach of the Hayes
clan, is hospitalized at Collins
,Chapel Hospital from a fall of College; Mrs. Meryl Glover,
last week, when she suffered well-known musician and Flor-
`••••••,..,••••
-
MR. MRS. HARVEY BRANCH
Melrose Teacher Wed
To Cardinal Pitcher
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Carroll Mr. and Mrs. David Branch of
of 1409 James St., have an-
nounced the marriage of their
daughter, Miss Erma Lou Car-
roll, to Harry Branch, son of
a severe hip fracture. We along
with her countless admirers
land friends, join her sons, Tom
:and Taylor. and their wives.
111.1_n and Frances, in wishing
her the very best of wishes for
a successful and quick recovery.
Another well-liked person-
ality, MRS. FRANCES LAWS,
mother of well - known Miss
Erma Lee Laws, was suddenly
stricken last weekend, and is
confined at the E. H. Crump
Memorial Hospital. Our per-
sonal get-well wishes and
prayers are extended in her
Veteran retired teacher,
MISS PEARL CRAWFORD,
now at the remarkable age of
97, was also stricken last week,
and is in Crump Hospital also.
Others who have had a so-
journ at, the hospital, one very
brief one, is the case of genial
Dr. W. W. Gibson, head of the
biology department of LeMoyne
Ida school teacher, and Mrs.
Charles (Mary) Phillips, whose
presence at Crump Hospital
added an aura of charm and
beauty.
Atue
The six healthy children of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus L. Dukes stand as evidence! Carnation is the healthy family
milk, with extra Vitamin D for sound teeth and straight, sturdy bodies! Left to right: Glenrose, 15;
Olivia, 17; Mr. Dukes holding cute little Cary, 2; Clifford. 10; Mrs. Dukes; Christopher, 8; and Carl, 12.
"Carnation puts the sunshine in their smiles"
"Every one of my children started on Carnation-and
stayed on Carnation!" declares their remarkable young
mother, Mrs. Rufus Dukes. Both Mr. and Mrs. Dukes
:are still in their 30's and already have a lifetime of achieve-
ments behind them.
7: Rufus Dukes is manager of a leading auto agency in
_Chicago. He served with the United States Air Force after
-attending college. The Dukes are developing a 280-acre
jarm on which they have built a spacious country home
-and are completing a luxurious summer-winter resort.
"The Doctor recommended Carnation /or Cary, and of
wine vie kept him on Carnation after formula days,"
Mk Da= explains. It's the milk every doctor knows.
Their family was featured as "Family of the Month"
in a recent issue of Cart Magazine.
"The main thing in a family this size is to be sure they
all get plenty of the right nourishment. If the children
are healthy, everything else will take care of itself," Mrs.
Dukes believes. "Carnation is our favorite milk for every.
thing-drinking, cereals, coffee, cooking. You should see
what it does for my meat loaf!" (See recipe below.) Even
when you add an equal amount of water, Carnation is
richer than sweet, whole milk.*
_'U.S. Dopt.of Agriculture Handbook VI, Composition of Foods
recipe: L. 
I CARNATION'S STAY-MOIST MEAT LOAF
Always juicy- never crumbles
2A cup (small can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
1 1/2 pounds ground beef
1/2 cup fine cracker meal
1 egg
1/2 cup chopped onion
1 teaspoon garlic salt
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
Mix ingredients together. Place In loaf
pan. Bake in moderate oven (375•F.)
about 50 minutes. Let stand on a wire
rack about 10 minutes before removing
to serving platter. (Mass a swim swap) Irons Caoraild Coal'
1459 Hamilton at.
The ciremony was held re-
cently at the East Trigg Ave-
nue Baptist church with Rev.
A. E. Campbell pastor of Co-
lumbus Baptist church and
vice president of the National
Baptist Convention USA, Inc.,
officiating.
Music for the occasion was
furnished by Mrs. Lula Smith
as pianist and Mrs. M. Good-
low as soloist.
Miss Sammie Allen was the
maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Misses Georgia Lou Car-
roll, sister of the bride, and
Eula Carruthers.Dezzie Carter
was flower girl and Curtis
Swift ring bearer.
James Payton was best man,
and Charles Thompson and
Harold Exum were ushers.
HAMILTON HIGH
The bride was graduated
from Hamilton High school in
1957 and received her bache-
lor of science degree in edu-
cation from Tennessee State
university. She is on the facul-
ty of the Melrose Elementary
school.
The groom was graduated
from Booker T. Washington
High school and attended Ala-
bama State college at Mont-
gomery. A professional base-
ball player, he is a pitcher for
the St. Louis Cardinals.
A reception for the couple
was held at the Sarah Brown
branch of the YWCA. Hostes-
ses were Mrs. Jeraldine
Greene, Mrs. Millie Tolliver,
Mrs. Jeannette Exum, Misses
Vernal Day, Gladys Dean and
Fredricka Allen. A host of
friend and relatives attended.
The couple resides at 2861
Mom Of 5 Balks At
Order To Quit Wis.
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) —
A mother of five illegitimate
children faces further court
action after officials said she
refuses to return to her home
town of Strong, Ark., as or-
dered by Circuit Judge John
L. Coffey.
Miss Pauline Wainwright,
22, was found guilty of carry-
ing a concealed weapon. Dur-
ing her trial, a probation of-
ficer said Miss Wainwright
had told her "I'll have as
many children as I want, and
the , county will support me,
and nobody will do anything
about it."
The Probation Department
said Miss Wainwright "has
had a change of heart as to
what she wants to do."
Reassign Two
Local Airmen
LACKLAND AFB, Tex. —
Two Chicago, Ill., men are be-
ing reassigned to new bases
for training in United States
Air Force job specialties fol-
lowing their completion of
basic military training here.
Airman Basic William J.
Kouba, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph J. Kouba, 5367 N.
Lynch, will attend the tech-
nical training course for air-
craft maintenance specialists
at Amarillo AFB, Tex.
Airman Basic William
Thompson, son ot Mrs. Augus-
ta Thompson, 5658 S. Calu-
met, Chicago, will be reas-
signed to Turner AFB, Ga.,
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were named Teachers of the
Year for both the city of Jack-
son and' Madison County on
Sunday, Dec. 2 when the VFW
Lake Cisco Post 4805 presented
the annual program honoring
teachers.
Named for the city was Mrs.
M. B. Monroe, social studies
instructor at Merry High
school.
Mrs. U. Z. McKinnon, in-
structor at Dennaard Elemen-
tary School was selected as
Teacher of the Year for Madi-
son County.
These two dynamic person-
alities were among those nom-
inated by co-workers in their
profession who measured up
to the criteria set up by the
VFW.
They proved outstanding in
the following: participation in
church activities; active par-
ticipation in community af-
fairs; dedication to pro-
fession and support of cultural
a n d worthwhile programs
These selections left no doubt
in the minds of the community
that they had been well chosen.
Our sincere congratulations to
t hem.
OTHERS CITED
Other citations were pre-
sented to citizens who had
shown outstanding leadership
in many areas. In race rela-
tions those cited were Mrs.
Ray Allen. P. Bell, Rev. Ricks,
Curtis McMillan, Miss Eleanor
Primes, all of Jackson and
Harvey Oscar Vick, Jr., of
Sooth Fulton, Tenn.
For bravery exerted in pre-
venting a serious accident,
Ruth Ann Stewart and Beverly
Graham. Merry High students,
were cited. Jessie Massey was
cited for the excellent per-
formance he has demonstrated
as the first Negro Youth officer
in Jackson.
The Boy Scout Learlershin
citation w a s presented to
Clarence Pont Citations were
read In, Mr. Isaiah SWRE/P
while "Teacher of the Year"
nresentations were made by
nr. Herman Stone, Jr., and
Prof. J. A. Cooke.
Both Mesdames Monroe and
McKinnon received several
gift certificates from Jackson
merchants with presentations
being made by Mesdames
Mary L. Womack, Merry High
counselor and 1961 "Teacher of
the Year" and Jaunette Beas-
ley, Madison county supervis-
or.
Music for the occasion wah
furnished by the Merry High
School Glee club, under the
direction of Mrs. E. C. Ramey
and the West High School Sex-
tet under the direction of Phil-
lip Reynolds, band instructor.
OPEN HOUSE
Open House 1.4/as had Sid-
day for the Jackson Federal,
tion of Women's Clubs in the
dining room at Lane College
at 4 p.m. The very full pro-
gram featured choirs and glee
clubs of Jackson and Madison
which included Tri-Commu-
nity, directed...by Ws. Marie
Williams; Denmark Elemen-
tary, directed by Mrs. Maik
Chearis; Rosenwald ElemenIF
tary directed by Mrs. Florine
Jones; Washington - Douglas,
directed by Mesdames A. Rob-
inson and W. Lewis; Pleasant
Plains Elementary, directed by
Mrs. I. L. Hildreth; Lincoln
Elementary, directed by Mes-
dames E. Glover and E. White;
Merry High, directed by Mrs.
E. Ramey; and Macedonia
Baptist, directed by Mr. Daniel
Glass.
Presiding were Mesdames
Annie M. Bond and Rosetta
McKissack. Mrs. Marie Penn,
president of the Federation
gave remarks. The annual Fel-
lowship Day which proved a
great success was planned by
program chairman, Mrs. Mable
B. Davis.
OBSERVES ANNIVERSARY.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Good-
rich, who reside on Polk Street'
observed their 50th anniver-
sary on Sunday, December 2
with an Open House from 4 to,.
6 p.m.
The Goodriches, who were,
married in 1912 on that date
are the parents of 12 children,
all living.
The children, who were here':
to help them celebrate, were
their oldest son, Francis of De-
troit, Mich., another sdn, Ones')
and his two children, also .
from Detroit; son Charles and
family from Clarksville. Tenn.;
daughtei., Mrs. Grade Hurst of
Jackson along with her son,
Buford and her daughter, Mrs.
Marquita Harris who was ac- -
companied by 'her adorabtAk
little six-month-old daughteW
Cheryl. Mrs. Harris resides in
Chattanooga.
Mrs. Clara Green, foster
mother of Mrs. Goodrich, also
joined the celebration as did
Edwin K. Goodrich, brother of
Mr. Joe Goodrich, who resides
in Detroit, Mich. Long distance..
calls came from other children
who were unable to attend.
Perry's Beauty and Barber Shop
452 Walker Ave.
BEAUTY SHOP
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COMFORT AIR COMPANY. INC.
3705 Southern Avenue
FACTORY CERTIFIED ER AIRTEMP
For Sales, Service, or any Heating Problem whether
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tag equipment.
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business in the city. Get yours
by the 20th as you may be a
winner on either door, yard or
window entry.
For this year's project the
club will plant two trees on
*campus of the school inr, because of the splendid
cooperation that community
has given in support of all the
club's activities, influenced by
the two members who live
there, Mesdames,Alberta Jami-
son and Erma Wynne. The
Dyer people will also partici-
pate in thetrItristmas lighting
cotitest.
Secret pals were revealed at
the meeting and much fun and
excitement was exhibited as
gifts were exchanged. A do-
nation to the Annual Christ-
mas fund was made.
" 'the hostesses spared no
pains in closing the meeting
with a very appropriate and
delicious menu that was en-
joyed by all and sent .the
guests away all smiles.
COMMUNITY NEWS
Little Miss Doris Nesbit,
datighter of Mr. and Mrs.
HoWard Nesbitt has been con-
ed to her home with boon-
is.
e Rainbow Girls Art and
Garden club presented the
Stigall school with $25 on
the band uniforms. Miss Mar-
tha Coleman is president. and
Mesdames C. Thomas and J.
Ridley are advisors.
The drive for funds to com-
pleting tbe Kindergarten is on
the way. The first donation
was received from Mrs. Louise
Croom, who presented the
board with $34 from the Teen-
Age Wits girls club of which
she is advisor. Miss Phyllis
Dehnis is president
Dear Carlotta:
I .am 16 and my husband is
19. We were married last Sep-
tember and I am am going to
become a mother. I love my
husband and I don't want any-
thing to happen to our mar-
riage. Besides, with a baby on
the way, I need him. We had
a big argument about his not
helping me with the wallpaper
and painting in the apartment.
In my condition I should not
be on ladder; and scaffolds
but the place was so shabby I
could not stand it anymore,
gs# I decided to fix it up. He
Wmised to help but he has
not kept his word. He went out
with the gang four times this
week. I told him I was going
home to mother. He said, "Go
ahead." I really did not mean
it, but I can't get him to. talk
to me because I threatened to
leave him. Please help me. I'd
rather die than have my folks
know the shape our marriage
Is in. B. B.
Dear B. B
Same song, second verse.
Neither of you kids were ready
for marriage, but apparently
this wasn't a decision. You
ARE married, and are about to
become parents, which means
You'd both better grow up in
a hurry and measure up to the
ahead.
Go to the clergyman who
joined you together. Discuss
your problems with him. It is
going to take plenty of patience
and determination to make
Your marriage Work. Since the
boy-groom is already flying
the coop four nights a week,
YOU will have to be the grown
up one. Good luck. You will
need plenty of it. It won't help
matters for you to try to 'buck.'
• • •
Dear Carlotta:
In spite of all I do, t. seem to
get involved in married men.
They don't tell me they are
married until too late. What
can I do? Worried.
Dear Worried:
You may be right when you
say you do not recognize them,






only mention marriage when
the date appears to be getting
serious. You can usually spot
"married men" if you look
hard for the signs . . . One is
"he won't give you his phone
number."
Humboldt News
ARDEN CLUBhe Gloxinia Art and Gar-
den club met in the home of its
vice president, Mrs. Cottrelli
Thomas with Miss Enid Sims,
BIRTHDAY PARTY
The children at the Kinder-
garten enjoyed a lovely birth-
day party honoring little Mo-
jie Ann Butler who was four.
as . co-hostess. The Christmas' Sandwiches, ice cream and a
spirit was made realistic asI beautiful cake was served by,
Mrs. Carolyn Garrett led theithe honoree's sister Miss Bob-
devotion using a beautiful bie Lou Butler. The mother,
Christmas theme. Business was Mrs. Eddie B. Butler had to be
transacted with the president, at work. The kids were so hap-
Mrs. W. S. Vance, presiding. py to be a Part of this nice
Mrs. Martha Lacey, chairman party.
of the Lighting Contest is ask- Although funds are being
ing for contestants raised for the building, other
Entry blanks may be secured important items must be kept
from the various places of intact. so the chairman, Mrs.
Cotrell has received a beauti-
ful quilt top and lining from
her mother-in-law, Mrs. Fred-
die Thomas. Mesdames Ida
Locke and Clara Carter do-
nated the service of quilting it,
and now there is a beautiful
auilt on display ta be given to
the person with the lucky
number, sometime before the
holidays. Don't fail to get
your ticket, you will be real
happy if you get the, prize, and
happier to be able to help the
school. Many of the school chil-
dren, parents and some teach-
ers have tickets. If you can't
find any, call Mrs. C. Thomas,
Kindergarten board chairman.
Miss Mable Northcross has
returned to St. Louis after an
extensive visit with her fath-
er and sister. While here she
spoke in chapel at Stigall
School. She is operating room
nurse at Homer G. Phillips
hospital in St. Louis. She pre-
oared a tasty soup dinner for
the children at the Kindergar-
ten, after giving them their
Thanksgiving feast.
The Book Lovers Club en-
joyed a lovely meeting in the
home of Mrs. Laverne Radford
at Trenton. Mrs. Mattie Davis
is prosident. Plans for the
Yuletide season activities were
made.
HOLIDAY PLANS
The High Society girls met
in the home of Miss Carolyn
Fly, the president. They also
made plans for the holidays.
Mrs. Nelda Williams is their
advisor.
Mesdames Drucilla Tuggle,
Annie Bell Bryson and Erma
Wynn the new grandparents.
Congratulations to parents as
well as grandparents.
We are very grateful to you
_
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WINDOW SHATTERED — A Miss., was shot out after drive
window in the home of Mr. to register Negroes in that
and Mrs. Tucker in Ruleville, I area started. Some mime
groom have been dropped from
relief rolls and are in desperate
conditions, It was reported.
Ohio Freedom Group Extends Its
Work To Mississippi Delta Area
• • • •
CINCINNATI, Ohio — Op-
eration Freedom is extending
its work into the Delta Area
of Mississippi, where it is as-
sisting persons harassed for
registering to vote.
The board of ,Operation
Freedom voted to expand into
Mississippi after receiving re-
ports of widespread and bitter
hardship resulting from the
drive to register Negroes to
vote.
The, Rev. Clarence T. 11. Nel-
son, Detroit, board chairman,
reported that thousands of
persons have been cut off
from surplus food and others
driven off the land, denied
credit, shot at, and arrested
on trumped-up charges.
HELPED IN TENNESSEE
For two years Operation
Freedom has been assisting
farmers and other subjected
to similar harassment for reg-
istering to vote in Fayette
and Haywood counties in West
Tennessee. Cash grants and
loans helped to save many
families from being driven off
the land.
The Delta region of Missis-
sippi adjoins one of the Ten-
nessee counties. It includes
some of the richest farming
land in the world, producing
fine cotton in great quantities.
The Delta is not the same
as the delta of the Mississippi
River but is an alluvial plain.
year-old Negro boy, was
found in the Tallahatchie
'River after he was brutally
!murdered in 1955. Two white
linen later admitted killing him
but were freed by a jury.
22,000 Negroes in this county
alone have, in recent action,
been cut off from receiving
surplus foods.
Operation Freedom sent a
committee of three into the
aren to investigate reports of
hardship. This committee was
headed by the Rev. L. Richard
Hudson, Cincinnati, secretary
of Operation Freedom. He took
along enough money to pay
off the mortgage of a man
who had lost his job for get-
ting people registered to vote.
PEOPLE DESPERATE
The committee found that
the situation in the Delta is
'desperate, but that few people
outside the area are aware of
it. Mississippi newspapers
have not reported the atroci-
ties against Negroes, with the
result that news services have
not sent the information to
other news media.
Operation Freedom plans a
drive to raise funds for relief
work in the Delta. Working
with Operation Freedom will
be Bob Moses, Amzie Moore,
Aaron Henry and others who
have been active in the voter
registration movement in the
Delta.
formed by the wandering of
the Mississippi as it flowed
south from Memphis, to Vicks-
burg. Miss., a distance of
roughly 200 miles.
NEGROES A MAJORITY
The area includes 18 coun-
ties in which Negroes consti-
tute up to 80 per cent of the
population. Oxford, scene of
the riots at the University of
Mississippi, lies on the eastern
edge of the Delta. The vast
plantation of U. S. Senator
James 0. Eastland is in the
heart of the Delta, south of
Ruleville in Sunflower Coun-
ty.
"Ruleville is one of the
places where . Negro citizens
have been wounded by gun-
fire, jailed, and run off the
land for registering to vote or
for encouraging others to
vote," Operation Freedom re-
ported. "Negro business hous-
es have been closed on va-
rious pretexts.
"Members of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Com-
mittee (SNCC) and the South-
ern Christian Leadership Con-
ference (SCLC), who have led
the registration drive in the
Delta, have been arrested and
shot at. SNCC workers in
Greenwood, Lenore County,
narrowly escaped being lynch-
ed."
LeFlore County is where
the body of Emmett Till, 14-
4
TWO WOUNDED HERE — Mr. ' and wall. Two young women
and Mrs. Herman Sisson of conducting voter registration
Ruleville, Miss., are shown ' drive were hit by gunfire
• inspecting bullet holes in fan l while stopping with the Masons.
BULLETS CAME IN through
the door of the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph McDonald In
Ruleville, Miss., after he be-
gan working In voter registra-
tion drive. Mrs. McDonald is
shown pointing to bullet holes
In door.
who are patronizing our car-
riers. Please pay them so they
won't have to make so many
trips, and when you know
something interesting to the
community, call us, so we can
get it in print.
Don't forget the approaching
season is one of giving. Re-
member the children, the un-
fortunate or the distressed, and
you will find you will be hap-
pier as the days go by.
JOE McDONALD, who lost his job as a bus driver. Is the
first man In Mississippi to be given assistance by Opera-
tion Freedom. Shots were fired into his home also.
TAYLOR'S MATTIE BEAUTY SHOP
AND SCHOOL
259 N. MAIN
HAIR STYLING TAUGHT THE MODERN WAY
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR COLORING











YWCA CHORUS MAKES DEBIT — Mem-
bers of the Sarah H. Brown branch of the
YWCA have organised a chorus, and it made
Its first public appearance under the direc-
tion of Charles Johnson during the branch's
recent World Fellowship Dinner. Seated from
left are Mrs. Marlene Young. Mrs. Fennie
Monger, Mrs. Marie I.. Adams. Mrs. Parolee
sestes. Mirs. Ann.. ()men and Mrs. Idled,
Bright. Standing, same order, are Mrs. Ve
nice Thompson, Miss Barbara Neal, seem-
'Rental; Mrs. Edith Griffin, Mrs. Maxine
Draper, Mrs. Nettle Cole, Mr. Johnson, Meg,.
Rachel Carhee, Mrs. Elisabeth Lacer, Mn. 
AddleG. Owen, Mrs. Ruth Porter and Miss
Germaine PALM (Mark Stansbury Photo)
125 At YWCA's World am, George Monger, Mrs. J. C.Miekle, Mrs. Stella Mitchell,Mrs. Stella Middleon, hfes.
Ella McGill, Mrs. Cleora Mc-
Fellowship Observance
The World Fellowship Com-
mittee of The Susan Brown
Branch Young Women's Chris-
tian Association observed
World Fellowship on Wednes-
day, Nov. 28th with a dinner
for the members of the YWCA.
Dr. Harbans Singh, professor of
education at LeMovne ceilege
spoke on his country, India.
Members of the World Fel-
lowship Committee served as
hostesses to the more than 125
guests who also participated on
the program. Mrs. Marie L.
Adams, chairman of the com-
mittee presided. Individuals
appearing on the program
were: Mrs. Hattie R. Braith-
waite, Mrs. Willie Pegues. Miss
Allison Vance, Mrs. W. 0.
Speight, Sr., Mrs. A. W. Jef-
ferson, Mrs. Addle G. Owen,
and Miss Bargara Neal.
Other members of the com-
mittee are: Miss Mattie Bell,
Mrs. Annie L. Higgins, Mrs. B.
G. Olive, Mrs. W. H Johnson,
,Mrs. Thomas Watkins. Mrs.
i Nellie Osborne, Mrs. S. D. Bud-
der. and Mrs. C. C. Sawyer.
' During the program the YW-
CA chores made its first pub-
lic appearance. Charles John-
son, director of the Mississippi
IBlvd. Christian church choir,
trained the group and present-
ed it in three numbers, "I Hear
IA Song," "Oh Lord. Most Mer-
ciful," and "Let's Work, Let's
Play, Let's Sing Together."
Miss Barbara Neal, teen-age
Inroaram director at the branch
YWCA, accompanied t h e
group.
Guests present at the observ-
ance were Mrs. Barbara Dick-
erson, Mrs. A. Diggis, Mrs. L.
S. Coleman. Mrs. Marie Coe,
Mrs. E. J. Campbell, Mrs. P. F.
Caruthers, Mrs. Oneida Corley,
Mrs. Orletha Calvin. Mrs. Ger-
trude Armstrong. Mrs. Minnie
Barber, Mrs. Addle Boyd, Mrs.
Marie Banks, Mrs. Ray Booker.
Mrs. A. L. Brown, Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Bradfield, Harri-
son Broadnax, Miss Mildred
Bruer, Mrs. E. Bailey. Mrs.
Marva Brown. Mrs. C'. Brown,
Mrs. Mamie rvans. Mr. Judy
Eiland, Mrs. Willie Evans, Mrs
Fffie Flagg. Mrs. Jeannetle
Flynn and Mrs. Vera Ford,
Mrs. Lois Greenwood, Mrs.
T.ouvenia Griffin, Mrs. Joy
Horne. Mrs Willett., Humnh-
ries. Mrs. Hilda Helm. Mrs.
rthel Hooks. Mrs. Verome
Henderson. Mrs. Audrey Hall,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hill, Mrs. A.
Hunnicutt. Mrs. Corrie Harris.
Mrs. Lottte Irwin, Mrs. Nar-
cissa Jones, Mrs. Vera Mai
Also Mrs, Hattie King, Mrs.
Violet Kneeland. Mrs. R. S.
Jones, Mrs. Marjorie Johnson,
Sees 'Pink People'
ALICANTE, Spain — (UPI)
— An elephant saw pink peo-
ple here. Officials of a travel-
ing circus said the five-ton
beast broke into a storeroom
and dunked its trunk in a
barrel containing 25 gallons
:of rum, the elephant got mer-
ry and quite contrary, and de-
veloped a . elephantine hang-
over.
Wherever the choice is/
equal... homemakers
choose FOREST HILL'
milk by an over— /
whelnting majority!
3 skinned, boned and
flattened chicken breasts
I can 121/4 ounces) deviled ham
1/4 cup well-drained
chopped mushrooms
1/4 cup coarsely crumbled
cracker crumbs
Mrs. Ella Johnson. Mrs. Fan-
nie Jones, Mrs. Mary Jones,
Mrs. Ida Jones, Mrs. Webb
:Jackson, Mrs. Sadie Jenning,
Dollie Jones, M. C. Owen,
Mrs. Annette Porter, Mrs. Jen-
! nette Porter, Mrs. Willie Peg-
' ties. Mrs. Lottie Pierce. Mrs.
Belle Pettigrew, Mrs. Lucille
Renaud, Mrs. Isabelle Rouhlac
and Thomas Pegues.
Lewis, Mrs. Maggie Lyons,
Mrs. 011ie Lett, Mrs. C. Lath-
••••
Ewen, Mrs. Katie McGuire,
Mrs. Rosetta Smith, Mrs. Ma-
die Stevens, Mrs. Omega Shel-
: to, Mrs. Lavators Stokes, Mrs.
011ie Smith, Mrs. Effie Satter-
field, Mrs. Irene Sanders, Mrs.
Paimenthis Silmon, Mrs. Ber-
tha Stegall, Mrs. M. Seng-
stacke, A. Satterfield, Mrs. Es-
telle Tolliver, Mr. Gino Tucker,
Mrs. Myrtle Woods, Miss Yvon-
ne Tucker, Mrs. Mary Walls,
Mr. C. Woods, Mrs. Rosa Wal-
ker, Mrs. Edna Woods, Mrs.
Doris White, Mrs. Bessie Wes-




HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
505 *115
SCOTT
Need some new ideas for company dinners? Stuffed
Chicken Breasts with Mushroom Sauce is one that's sure
to please. You'll find its tempting flavor unusually deli.
cious. Part of the preparation can be done ahead of time,
too, which is a big help to a busy hostess. Carnation
Evaporated Milk is used in the tasty sauce to make it
creamy rich, extra smooth and delicious. Carnation in
sweet, whole milk that's had half the water —nothing
else— removed. Its double•richness makes it excellent for
all your cooking needs. Do use it often.
X'16.
STUFFED CHICKEN BREASTS WITH MUSHROOM SAUCE
(Makes 4 to 6 servings)
I/4 teaspoon poultry seasoning
1 teaspoon grated onion
3 tablespoons geld buffer
Fine dry bread entmin
12/3 cups (lame eon) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
Vs cup butter Or Oil
HaVe chicken breasts boned, flattened and the skin removed at the
market. Cut each breast in half. Early in the day, mix deviled ham5
mushrooms, cracker crumbs, poultry seasoning' and onion. Place a
spoonful of mixture in center of each chicken breast half. Top with
piece of cold butter. Fold breasts over, envelope fashion, folding
the narrow way first, then the long. Fasten with tooth picks. Re-
frigerate until ready to bake. Then remove from refrigerator and
dip in 1. cup Carnation, then in erumbe. Heat butter or oil in a
12 x 9 x 2-inch pan. Place chicken breasts in pan. Bake in moderitto
oven (350°F.) 40 to 45 minutes, or until the chicken is done through-
and nicely browned on both sides. Cover pan with foil and continue
baking 15 to 20 minutes /anger. Serve at once with sauce.
MUSHROOM SAUCE: Add cup mushroom pieces and i cup
chopped green onion to 2 tablespoons chicken drippings. Saute for
2 to 3 minutes. Stir in 1 tablespoon flour, 14 teaspoon salt and the
remainder of the large can of Carnation. Bring to a boll over low
heat, stirring constantly. Serve over Stuffed Chicken Breast&
C-6311 Printed In U S A. 1131
dimommummemi•••••••••••••Nr.
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC a
•
is
t Open 11 A.M. to 6 P.M.
SCAR WASH $ 1 i•








' II Sue. Open $ A.M. I. 2 P.M. tin a
• . Friday •••
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH a8
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EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT, COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411
AND IF NO ANSWER
JA 7-3311
DR. R. GOLD DR. S. ZELINER
FOOT SPECIALISTS — CHIROPODIST
Announce the Opening of the .1E1
Orange Mound Foot Clink
'
2350 Deadrick Ave.
Phone& 458-1444 Deadrick at Lamar Ave.
Pare 10 DEFENDER •= SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15 1962
QUEEN AND HER COURT — Miss Willie Frank Taylor,
wearing crown of "Miss Owen College," is seen with mem-
bers of her court following coronation ceremony and ball
held at the college last week. From left are William Higgins
BTW School Notes
By JOSEPH YOUNG
This is Joseph Young back
• in the swing with the really
good things around the War-
riors' hunting ground.
PUBLIC NOTICE — There
was a Space Science demon-
stration given in B.T.W.'s au-
ditorium December 5, 1962 by
Mr. E. A. Gibson from the
Space Mobile Lecturer Nation-
al Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration. He showed us
the different types of rockets
and how much thrust each one
Will use per-second and the
different objects they plan to
send to the moon.
SPOTLIGHT — This week
the spotlight shines on a most
chgvning and high-standing
young lady. I am speaking o
Miss Judith Martin, who is
a Member of the Deb-teens,
NDCC Sponsors and the band
and Miss Martin attends St.
Andrews church. She resides
with her parents, Mrs. Mary
Martin at 362 Walker. She
pens to attend Howard uni-
versity after graduating from
high school. Hats off to a very
fine young lady.
WHAT IS THIS I HEAR?
Robert Milam and Carol Ad-
ams are going strong. Diane
Evans' heart is for (H. P.) only.
A certain basketball star
(L. W.) has an admirer in 11-
5, namely Gloria Johnson. Nel-
lie Hamann, why is it that fel-
lows in high school doesn't
appeal to you? Is it because of
t Tennessee State or (U.S.N.)?
Dorothy Mackey has an ad-,
mirer (J. Y.). Georgette Walk-
er has a fan club. Julius Cox, '
what's with you and Maudie
Tyr,eld, what happened to
Os G.)? Douglas Petties can't
-deem to make up his mind. El-'
I flora Presley, let's face facts.
You just can't run Eddie Rich-
ards' heart. Why is Maggie
Dillard so stuck up? Mary
(Spookie) Harris has an ad-
mirer (N. J.). Amelia Gibson,
who is your new lover? Larry
Barr is kicking like a mule 
latest in teen-age society
swinging jack! What would 
CLUB EVENTS
happen if Grady White and The Lyrics 
Fan Club is pre-
Mattie Walton were really senting a series of 
Platter Par-
tight? 
ties every Wednesday night at
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF the 
Romper Room., Come and
—Fannie Bush wouldn't ad- join the fun.
mire a certain Junior? Bernard 
The Kelley's Fan Club will
and Miss Ethel Criss, freshman attendants; Charlie Folsom,
Student Council *president who crowned "Miss Owen,"
centei; Miss Daisy Hodges and James Watson, sophomore
attendants. (Mark Stansbury Photo)
Davis wasn't silly e World
would end)? Farrie Lee and
David Smith wasn't tight?
Larry Braddock wasn't swing-
ing? Harold Gardner wasn't so
bashful? George McMurray
would tell who his new love
Melrose Review
MELROSE REVIEWS
By PENNYE and PAT
We are your teen-age col-
umnists bringing to you the
meet on Friday, December 14,
1962 at 20 South Cella st.—
Time 7 p.m. All members are
requested to be present.
QUESTIONNAIRE
Who ranks first place with
you James Waller? Judy
is? William Young and Ka- Moore, Amelia Nelson or Mary
trina Wortham wasn't so Ann Smith? Confidentially, I
tight! Yvonne Riley would think it's Judy Moore.
settle down for once in a life- Frank Harris, does Dale
lime? Ford know about Pat La-
Grone? Roychester Thomas,
Protocol Aide won't you settle down? SarahRubin, has a dissolution come
Says Washing to n between you and John? Get.together and elucidate your
problems. Tell John that S.H.B.
Bias Hurts U. S. is out-a-sight.
IDLE TALK
WASHINGTON — (UPI)—
Pedro H. San Juan, the
State Department's Deputy
Chief of Protocol, said that
racial discrimination in
Washington against African
diplomats has damaged U.
S. relations with many coun-
tries.
San Juan said in a tele-
vision interview (Washing- 1
ton Report — CBS) that the
State Department has as- ,
sisted nearly 40 African dip-
lomats and their families
looking for homes in Wash-
ington since last April. .
It has been said F. N., that
competition is a breeze, that
is what keeps us on our toes.
Mattie, Roger says she is not
interested in "Wee-e," it is En-
rique a 11 the wa y. Lydia
Campbell—I've heard a lot of
compliments about you late-
ly—keep associating, it's good
,for you. Jive Seven—Dorothy
'Agnew, Barbara Wilson,
,Joyce Bland, Shirley Walter,
,Lorraine Cooper, Yvonne Bail-
ey and Yours truly. Motto—
Together we stand, divided we
fall. Sandra Taylor, did you
kn
QUEEN OF OWEN college for the 1962-63 year Is Miss
Willie Frank Taylor, a sophomore a the school, seen here
seated on her throne following the coronation last Thurs-
day night. Miss Taylor is a graduate of Mitchell Road
High school. (Mark Stansbury Photo)
Asks IR( To
,D • • 1.nap me
ow that you have an ad-
"I Found a Love"—Jacque- James Mer dith
lettes and Gaylords to the
Charmettes and Knights.
"Untie Me"—Lawrence Kel-
ley and Faye Weaver.
"Someone Somewhere" —
,Janice Hughes and Truman
;Hull.
"Two Lovers" — Thelma
Glass.
"These Arms of Mine"—Dol-





By WILLIAM FLEMING j prosunted swords of merit to
MATHEMATICS PROGRAM (students making all A's. These
Last Monday marked the be- students are Sharon Williams
ginning of a series of auditori- and Carolyn Owens.
d ith Also on this program, Mrs., urn programs ea ng w
..t.'",..".'.."---',.-','"•'-',..'",','"/".",..'"W".'"0"..-,'":",,,,..te mathematics. These programs Draper of the Advisory Board
z:' i will continue throughout De- of the Volunteer Service Bu-s,
s, s: : The speaker on Monday was citing 122 hours of volunteer
,. Icember.TRAVERSE DRAPES Ready-To-Hang reau presented a certificate,ss , • Mrs. McWilliams, a mathemat- Also on this program Mrs
s' _...--1 s: I ics teacher at Washington High, work at E. H. Crump HospitalBeautiful Satin Prints
School. Her topic concerned' to Velma Rodgers, a student inMaChilNE 1
. • • WASHABLE
0 Fit windows to 40" wide- ' fs
,s
,s ..%,
.: 84" long. Standard , ,,. Wednesday, Mrs. Catherineosage again on the hardwood.
s • lengths for m o d e r n
`‘ 
homes. 
Baker, one of our mathematics 1 The quintet won three games
s: teachers, was the speaker. Herl last week putting them in first
:: zs topic 
concerned base, place,' place. ,
.` EXTRA sfi75 ,4 ,.. and exponents. , The Devils beat Manassas
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CUSTOM TAILORED DRAPERIES 'Lacsi.e,s,,̀T):17:
SLIP COVER
SPECIAL
2 or 3 Cushion :•nfa. 1
Cushion Chair. 'lain and
Print Fabrics. Samples
Shown in the Home. Cord-
ed Scams, Snap Fasteners.






Easiest lion,. in America
In keep clean. Costs less
than 9.10.00 for a great big
9'x12' rug.




the origin of the number sys-, the. I 1 th. grade.
tern and the continuum a BASKETBALL.
numbers. The Devils are on the ram-
Last Friday the Douglass Bertrand 
47-36.
i65-58;"Carver 53-46, and Father
Chapter of the National Honor,
Society presented a program
honoring students who have
: Alva Crivens gave the ingredi-;Clucago Chapter, 
Federal Bar
• ents for a good student. 'Association, succeeding Milton
s' Mr. Conley. our principal. Gordon,
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — I
(UPI) — Rep. George Hud-
dleston Jr., D-Ala., has ask-
ed President Kennedy to
discipline James Meredith
for cutting classes at Missis-
sippi, reportedly to attend a
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored Peo-
ple meeting in New York.
Meredith was enrolled at
the university Sept. 30 under
escort of federal marshals. His
presence touched off a wave
of racial violence which forc-
ed Kennedy to send in some
10,000 troops.
In a telegram to Kennedy,
Huddleston denounced Mere-
dith's intentional absence
from class, charging the Air
Force veteran was not inter-
ested in securing an educa-
tion,
"This is a waste of the tax-
payers' money and millions of
dollars are being spent on this
man that could certainly be
put to use," Huddleston said.
The Alabama Democrat con-
tended Meredith's expense -
paid trip to New York indicat_
ed the federal government
may possibly be financing
"political activity" by the stu-
dent.
Huddleston also sent a tele-
gram to Chancellor John D.
Williams of the university,
stating Meredith's class cuts
raised "serious questions"
about his "sincerity of pur-






NEW YORK — NAACP
Executive Secretary Roy
Wilkins said that President
Kennedy should now real-
ize "you can't appease cer-
tain elements in Congress." He
made this observation on
David Susskind's "Open End"
television program.
The program was devoted
to an evaluation of the Presi-
dent's first two years in of-
fice.
Gets Federal Bar Post
made the Honor Roll for the Attorney Frank J. McGarr,
second six weeks. Nathanie1,1217 Helen Drive, Melrose Park,
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SWEATERS AND SKIRTS AT A REDUCED RATE
USE OUR LAY A WAY
Racists
Wilkins pointed out that
the President held up the re-
cently signed executive hous-
ing order because he feared
dilatory debate "would have
split Congress and endanger-
ed the rest of his hopes.
"As it worked out," Wil-
kins added, "his Congress was
split anyway and his program
went over the hill, even
though he refrained from of-
fering a civil rights bill."
ROBERT'S
Beautiful Christmas Clothes For The
CHILDREN - MOM and DAD
We Feature A Complete s'M.
Line of Dress and




6 MONTHS TO PAY!
CHRISTMAS IS JUST AROUND
THE CORNER.
OUR CUSTOMERS PAY 1. Na Carrying Charges
2. No Interest
4. And No Dawn Payment
3. No Hidden Charges
WHY DON'T YOU COME IN TODAY






By ROSIE TABOR and
MYRTLE RANKIN
ON THE HARDWOOD
The Wildcats playact the
Lions Tuesday, but unfortu-
nately they were defeated.
Really boys, we were behind
you. We feel that the season is
still young.
BLUE AND WHITE
This week our royal blue
and white falls on a very
"Outstanding, Charming and
Intelligent" young lassie. She
is Miss Carla Allen, who re-
sides at 1400 Gill with her
mother, Mrs. A. Allen.
Carla is president of her
homeroom, vice president of
the Senior Class and she is
also a N.D.C.C. Spqnsor. On
the campus she's affiliated
with the Debutante Society,
Majorette, Honor Society and
the Social Science Club.
Recently she was chosen
Miss N.D.C.C. to represent
Hamilton at the annual Cadet
Ball. The student body feels
that Miss Allen will bring
honor to the Wildcats because
she's very enthused over the
contest. We all know that it
has been said that "Nothing
great has been achieved with-
out enthusiasm."
From the student body to
the lovely young lassie — "A
T WENT Y-ONE GUN SA-
LUTE."
EXCITING CHIT CHAT
Now on the other hand,
,we notice: Delois Buchanon
president of Lawrence Trotter
Incorporation. We also ovei -
heard Sherridan Washing to,
telling Eula Woods that Relzie
McNeal and Ion Bennett had
nosejobitis. Just as we entel
the breezeway we got the
impression that Joyce Walton
had become part of Theodore
Anderson's environment. Their
shadow was Dorothy Lewis
and Lary Dailey. Just as we
pass the Spades we overheard
them trying to help Earnest
Batten decide between Mau-
dett Brownlee and Vera Mer-
ril Lots of Luck, Earnest.
Dorothy James was seen with
Richard Dorsey. So . . .
PLEASING PERSONALITY
LASSIES
Lee Ann Cooper, Ida Lora
Clivetta Hopskin, Marylin FeC11I
by, Carolyn Hollingsworth,
Relzie McNeal, Doris Rowe,
Carla Allen, Grover Tillman,
Loraora Greene and Dorothy
.Tames.
LADS
Earnest Batten, J. Carpenter,
Lester Hamilton, Bill Cunning-
ham, Lawrence Griffin, Pres-
ton Payton, Theodore Ander-
son, Larry Dailey, Theodore
Picjett, Robert Wells, Bobby




The 1962-63 Student Coun-
cil officers are Christine Hill,
president; Bobbie J. Wells,
vice president; Betty Sand-
ers, secretary; Geraldine Bu-
ford, assistant secretary; San-
dra Henderson, treasurer;
!Sammie Edwards, chaplain;
land Essie McSwine and Laura
Jones, reporters.
Officers of Evening School
for 1962-63 are Mrs. Pocahunt-
us Boykin, president; Mrs.
Bernice Bridgeforth, vice pres-
ident; Susie Townsell, secre-
tary; Mrs. Porter, assistant
secretary; John Thurmo n,
treasurer; Barbara Jones,
chaplain; and Miss Dixon and
Mrs. Walker, reporters.
It was a magnificent sight
to witness the crowning of
"Miss Henderson" and "Mr.
Debonaire" of 1962-63.
Some of the following per-
sons were among the guests
who attended this fabulous af-
fair at Currie's Tropicana.
Mr. and Mrs. 'T urner Wil-
liams, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wil-
liams, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Craw-
ford, Mrs. Alberta Cobb, Mr.
and Mrs. Ftizgerald, Mrs, Ru-
fus Thomas jr., Mr. Wardell
Chambers of Chicago, Ill.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Leavy
Mathews, Ida Ray Cobb and
Calvin Young, Joyce Cobb a*
James Taylor, Merrylin Co
Mary Eddings and Tom Craft,
Jessie Edding and Sarah Go-
van, Juanita Smith, Lourene
Purnell and John Edwards,
Essie McSwine, Mary Wil-
liams, Elizabeth Purnell, Syl-
via Singletary, Willie Dunn
and Lois Becton, Roberta Mc-
Neil, Irene Woods, Lavada
Gross and Robert Earl Mar-
shall Mr. Debonaire 1960-61,





Laverne Patterson is known
as Miss Fine.
Elizabeth Nunn is wearing
her shoes again and she
doesn't know what to do.
Georgia Broomfield is
love with three boys.
Hattie Cannon loves Charles
Wright.
A film entitled, "Behind
the Label," was seen by the
student body last Friday.
Say fellows! I am sure you
are interested in Business and
Henderson is just the place
for you. The girls are plenty
and the boys are few, why not
try your luck in Business and
see what you can do?











With dependable electricity, you can brighten your home
... lighten your work ... enjoy comfort and convenience.
Electricity can light, heat and cool your home ... wash
dishes and clothes ... cook meals, freeze foods, heat wa-
ter, dry clothes ... and help in many ways to bring better
living.
Nothing you buy does more to put modern conveniences
and better living at your call than low-cost electricity—a
day-after-day bargain in better living!



















































































































































SEMICENTENNIAL ENDS - Thousands of alumni, former
students and well-wishers swarmed into Nashville recently
for the two-week finale of Tennessee A&I State univer-
sity's Semicentennial, which included the dedication of a
half-million dollar chemistry building, the honoring of
outstanding alumni and the establishment of the W. J.
Hale Scholarship Foundation honoring the school's first
president. The school's second and present president, Dr.
Walter S. Davis, was given a trip around the world for his
outstanding service. The year-long celebration closed in a
brilliant flurry of activity. In top photos Olympic sprint
star Wilma Rudolph waves from float in center photo. At
left Is modern dance group and sports review, right, scenes
from "The Golden Heritage," a historical pageant. On
second from left, and three members of her court on sea-
shell homecoming float: speakers table at isiumni Ban-
quet; a stately magnolia planted during ceremony in memo-
ry of the late Dr. Ras 0. Johnson, alumnus and chief of
Africa-Europe Education of State Department; Dr. John
Mitchell, octogenarian Chicago dentist, oldest celebrant
in attendance and relative of Dr. Davis; Dr. Henry L.
Taylor, alumnus, and Vice President A. V. Boswell at dedica-
tion ceremony. Third row: Tennessee State Players Guild
in "First Faculty Meeting" scene of 'The Golden Heritage";
Alumni-Sons-And-Daughters following brunch. Bottom row:
three alumni college presidents, from left. Drs. Herbert
White, Mississippi Vocational college; Walter S. Davis, TSII;
and Levi Watkins, Alabama State college, are seen chatting
with Dr. Carl M. lull. MU dean, who became president of
Kentucky State college on Dec. 1; the 50th Anniversary
Fund Committee: seated from left. Nathaniel Crippens,
Nashville; Mrs. Fannie A. Dobbins, Jackson, Tenn., Miss
Bessie Walton, Nashville; George W. Brooks, Clarksville,
Tenn.; and Mrs. Carrie M. Denney and Dr. Granville Saw-
yer, Nashville; Standing in photo are Carl Barbour, Beckley.
W. Va.; James Lemons, Fayetteville, Tenn., and Clyde Kin-
calde, Nashville. Portion of new chemistry building; dancing
majorettes during half-time of homecoming football game;
Student Council President Joseph Mack, Knoxville, and
senior chemistry major Howard McClure, Nashville, parti-
cipants in dedication of chemistry building; and Percy B.
Brown, Convington, Tenn., and Mrs. Harriette White Jones,
second row are "Miss Tennessee State," Joyce Kilgore, Baltimore, alumni at brunch.
- - - - - - -
SPORTS
• HORIZO
31111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111S111111111111111110111111111111111111111iStelletle1111111111111, bombardment of the ms see. carrin rallied Lemoyne to a
ondary. 56-46 advantage at intermis-
On the pass to, Nave, it was sion. Freshman Everett Mon-
ironic that he was chased to cour Of Miami, Fla., and Tom
the end zone by halfback Wil- Garth led the visitors with 24
ham Hayes and liriebacker John and 19 points in that order.
White. Both were teammates The pair's consistent accuracy
at Booker T. Washington last from long range was almost
year. MI got on the scoreboard enough to overtake the young
in the third' quarter when Purple Wave. Garth and Mon-
Charles Casey slipped behind cour left late in the game via
his 'defender to take in a 26- the excessive foul route.
.yard scoring pass from FeltomROUTE "86" PUBLICIST
al11111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111e011111111111111111111111111111111111111111HIRRIONI1011101H1101111110011 DP"thrt BY BROTHER 
LeMoyne was slated to re-
MECRUITED
BUSY SPORTS WEEK
With the ushering in of the
basketball season, a full slate'
of games were unreeled which,
included nine prep league en-
counters and one college thril-
ler.
Sandwiched between the hoop
a post-season oo -I
ball battle between Mississippi
Industrial of Holly Springs,
Miss., and Arkansas AM&N fresh teams on and off the
College of Pine Bluff Ark
that sent Baltimore against
Washington arid UCLA (with
former St. Augustine player
Carl Jones at quarterback
dueling with Syracuse certain-
ly didn't add any impetus for
viewers to leave their den
seats.
Coach Vanette Johnson's
Arkansas State Lions simplyl
:had too much manpower for
the MI Tigers. The Lions ran
ield wh e I su s tu es wt re
GHOSTLY CRUMP STADIUM so slim it appeared that thcy
The Vanguard Club of Mem- were wild carding. The Missis-
phis gambled and lost in its' sippians had a 44 man clelega-
promoting the first all-Negro tion suited up. but it was ap-,
gollege football attraction ever1Parent that they lacked the
to be played in hallowedIsavvy of their opponents who;
Crump Stadium. One member had gone through their tough'
at the sponsoring group which Southwest Conference schedule'
ik made up of predominantlyst office einployees, statedat a crowd of 5,000 would be
heeded in order to break even.
reaches of the 30,000 seat ca-
pacity stadium were a mere Arkansas ran up a 26-0 half-
6,100 fans who braved the sun-itime lead. The sharp passing
ny but nippy Saturday after-id quarterback Walter Thome-
noon winds to see the record-son turned the game into a
breaking event. rout. ,Thompson passed for
, Most of the excitement was three touchdowns after his
Shared by the vietorious Ark- mates went overland for the
tonsils eleven which soundlylinitial three, one a dazzling 86-
Ithrashed MI 39-6, and the Ma-'yard broken field run by Indus
passes High School band thatisenkinq.
erformed so well at the half,
,time. , 1 
End Donald Ivory caught an
18-yarder, end Rnland Nave
i The Vanguards had honed to snagged a 44-yard pitch and
fuse the game's Pr000•ds to Chuck Birdsong was on the re-
'donate to the needy at Christ- ceiving end of an 18-yard aeri-
al to close out Thompson's air6f15.
Our hats Ire off to the good
,Intentions of the Vanguards,
however, it appeared that too
much success was expected
from the novelty of the game
rether than the crowd normal
of the participating teams.
e television doubleheader
'MEN AT LAST IT'S HERE'
-Theneende of men today feel
Yonne end Penns us to 75. That
tired, week. rundown feeling me.
only he from the newt fey




mnney back If not istimflod after
beetles. Only $15.00 for a 2 week
COO., check or mania.
order.
THE RUMOTEX CO.
2:310 raw 115th St P0. Bea 204





ntlecel & Le Dletenee
I BR 4-0942 I
011 Raynor St.
with a 3-4-1 record.
SIX PLAYERS SCORE
Evidence of the balanced
Arkansas strength shows in
the six different players that
scored the Lions touchdown,.
again
, 
turn to action l
Paul McPherson, Arkansas' uesciaY-Lane College of Jackso n,
fine all-conference halfback, Tenn. The Dragons are led by
was among the game's leading William Shaw, defending NA-
ground gainers. There's an un-
usual story about the Louis-
speedster ending up at
'Pine Bluff where he has star-
red for the past three seasons
'He was recruited by his bro-
ther who, until last year, was
on the Lions' coaching staff.
LEMOYNE IMPRESSIVE
T h e LeMoyne Magicians
showed that they have a pair
of guards who can really do
tricks with the ball and what
Coach Jerry Johnson likes
the most, they can really make
those strings sizzle.
Sophomore Monroe Currin
and freshman sensation Dick
respectively to lead the Mad
Lads in their 1962-63 home




Ale., last Saturday night in
Bruce Hall.
Playing without last year's
scoring leader Donald Gaines
who won't be eligible until the
second semester. LeMoyne has
thus far been blessed by the
smooth workins Dumas of
Kansas City, Kans. The slim
southpaw, who looks as fragile
as 18th century chandeliers,
asks for and gives no quarter
as he more than takes care of
himself among his more ex-
perienced foes.-









Crewn Prince & Swingster Shirts & Blouses
Complete Line 0+ Bowling Supplies & Equipment
Tronfiles For all Occesittifb
JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY
"Your Mewling Equipment Hoodquetters"
3975 Lamar FA 7.3122
IA scoring champ.
Among the spectators at the
"Barns" game was Matty Bres-
cia. longtime associate who has
had a hand in several local
sports promotions over the
years. Brescia was showing
around Lou Weiner who is the
publicist on tour for the "Route
66" TV show that has been
shooting on -location here in
recent weeks. Weiner has
worked with some of Holly-
wood's most renowned stars.
NATIONAL CHAMPS UPSET
Douglass, figured to be no
where among the front run-
ners in the early pickings, and
highly regarded Lester are the
only undefeated teams left in
the prep league after only one
week of action.
Carver was the early culprit
as.they upset the proud Wash-
ington Warriors 55-54 on a
free throw with two seconds
remaining. Father Bertrand






play only one more game be-
fore Christmas and it will be
an out-of-town contest against
Kentucky State on the lit-
ter's campus. The Memphians
invade Kentucky's campus
on Dec. 20.
The Magicians will be seen
In action three times in Bruce
Hall during the month of Jan-
uary. They meet Tuskegte,
Jan. 4; Knoxville, Jan. 8, and
Dillard, Jan. 14.
Five road games are on Le-
Moyne's slate in January: The
Magicians invade Stillman,
Jan. l'i; Miles, Jan. 18; Ala-
bama State, Jan. 25; Tuske-
gee, Jan. 26, and Lane, Jan.
29.
The veteran David Gaines,
one of the finest athletes ever
seen on a LeMoyne court, will
be back in action the second
semester and is sure to add






and Mrs. W. E. Pannell enter-
tained the Nashville Sports-
man's Club last week at their
17th annual hunt.
Features of the annual
week-end program included
6:30 a.m, breakfast at the Pan-
nell's; the hunt itself from 7:30
in the morning until 4 in the
afternoon, game count and
recollections in the recreation
room at the Pannells' and the
annual dinner at Clarksville's
Ninth St. American Legion
club.
A. C. Rucks of the Davidson
County Police Department was
named "Sportsman of t h e
Year" at the dinner affair
where trophies were evyarded
for this honor and individual
- and team efforts.
By WILLIE MAE JOHNSON Club and as a basketball play-
and BARBARA ANN FINLEY er he is known for his great
jump shot. After graduation
^ Hello, this is Willie Mae and he pains to enter Tennessee
Barbara letting you in on the A&I State University and
latest happenings around the study to be a doctor.
Greater Mt. Pisgah High. —THE KEY (MATH) CLUB
Stepping into our spotlight
is Clyde Brooks, e sophomore,
and the son of Mr. and .Mrs.
James Brooks of 11181 High-
way 64.
He is a member of the Grays
Creek M. B. Church where he
is a member of the Sunday
School, his pastor is Rev. Jones.
Around the campus he is a
member of the NFA, Library
down the Golden Wildcats in
another thriller, 64-56. Doug-
lass' numerous mistakes didn't
hinder them in romping over
Manassas. 67-51, to complete
opening night action.
In other Action, Lester de-
feated Hamilton 66-40, and
also Manassas; Douglass sur-
prised Carver 53-46, and took
the measure of Bertrand 47-
36. Washington barely edged
past Bertrand 53-52, while
Melrose enumerated the woes
of Manassas, 64-51.
This week's action finds
Hamilton and Melrose meeting
at Melrose Wednesday night
with Dotiglass hosting Wash-
ington, and Carver traveling ts
Lester in Friday night scraps.
On December 17, Hamilton
and Washington collide at the
Worriors gym while Manassas
, visits the Cobras at Carver.
v10
WARREN











The Key Club is one of the
most outstanding clubs around
Mt. Pisgah. To qualify for
membership each math stsident
(any kind of math) must have
an average of 90 or above at
the end of each six week peri-
od.
Some of the outstanding
members are Robert Stout,
With seven teams in the
field, members of the winning
team, captained by Dr. Mat-
thew Walker of the Meharry










Dr. and .Mrs. Pannell, Adule'
Johnson, Ernest Johnson, Pauli
Cartwright, Foster Hawkins.
and Sylvester Williams. Dr.
Walker also won the individual
bagging trophy.
Tennessee State university
professor of English a n d
Sportsman's Club secretary,
Dr. Earl Sasser served as co-
ordinator of events.
Dorothy Ferby, Herbert




2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER BR 6.7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
as!V„. LARGE PARKING .4 R E
"SHOP CENT AL — AND SAVE"
LIGHT AS
A WHISPER
DARK ENE S VODKA 100 Proof or 50 Pfoef
100% Grain Neutral Spells. Cies( Spring Distill.
In( Cu., Division of lames B. Beam Distilling Cc,
Clef meet Ilesm.Kentecky.ti M SEAM Preal
Kentucky SWIM Bourbon Whiskey. lames 111,








6:30 to 8:30 & 11 to 12 30
CANE COLE
12 30 to 130 & 3 to 6
INLOK
1 4 8 0
Page .0 1 i.ssiri.IC SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15 1962
TO MODEL FOR CHARITY - Participating in the 15th
Annual Yuletide Fashionetta and Tea at the Foote Homes
auditorium will be the above models on Sunday afternoon,
Dec. 16, for the benefit of the Citizens Committee Council.
Seated from left are Miss Elizabeth Lacy, Mrs. Merlean Gil-
more, Mrs. Versa Johnson and Mrs. Marie Allen. Stand-
ing, same order, are Miss Geraldine Lynom, Willie F. Lay,
Mrs. LaBirder McGuire, Miss Dorothy Slate, Miss Marian
Mitchell, Miss Gloria Massey, Miss Rutha La Grone, Miss
Eunice Carruthers, *Mrs. Cozetters Mayes, Mrs. Crea Butler,
Mrs. Lorene Flowers, Charles Pickens and Miss Joyce LY-
nom. A king and queen will be crowned during the program.
The public is invited. (Mark Stansbury Photo)
Supreme Court To Hear
Plea Of Students
NEW YORK - The U.S.
.-;upreme Court will ilear
oral argument on a protest
dernonstiation case, in
which 187 Negro students
were arrested in Columbia, S.
C. •
The case grew oat of a 1961
march on the State House
grounds by Columbia Negro
high school and college stu-
dents.
Jack Greenberg, Director-
Counsel of the NAACP Legal
Defense Fund will argue the
appeal for the Negro defend-
ants. The Columbia case is.sitn-
liar to seven other pro** ap-
peals which were argued be-
Iota the Supreme Court last
month.
The arrests occurred when
the group of Negro students
The Famous




















ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
Bargains In Unred•wned Pledges
SInotguns Camera. - Din-,nn,
Radios - Jeoe4y - C!op,pq
UNCLE SAM'S






















WITH THIS COUPON 1 PR TO CUSTOMER



























Ws Have El•sin In Busin•ss 15
Years, Because W. Ar• Special.
I sts In Our El•Iti.














BOX of 21 CARDS for 69'
PAPER  2511
A ROLL 













MOST ALL GOOD SIZES
STORES •
125 BEALE - 1221 THOMAS

































BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET
HARRY'S
DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE



















-WE LOAN MONEY TOO -
MORRIS' LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE STREET
















JA 6-9441 -WH 6.5690







1963 Standard Sunday School
Commentary. . .
1963 HIGLEYS Sunday School
Commentary S2.95
BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Pock•t Si,. Points for Emphasis
345 BEALE STREET
Phone. JA 7-4732
R•v. C. M. LEE, Owner
CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE STREET





BRIDAL SET 4 995
14kt. Gold













from Coluribia high schools and
Benedict College met at Zion
Baptist Church and organized
a march to the center of town
to the State House grounds.
When the group reached the
State Capitol, they paraded on
the grounds in front of the
Capitol with antisegregation
placards while singing songs.
including the "Star Spangled
Banner." After a half hour of
demonstration, a crowd grew
across the street from the
grounds, traffic slowed, and
city police appeared. The stu-
dents , were then told to dis-
perse by City Manager MeNayr.
When they refused they were
lined up and marched to the
city and county jails.
The students were arrested
for "breach rof the peace." The
warrants charged that the de-
monstration impeded the law-
ful flow of traffic and may
have incited members of the
watching crowd to violence.
The convictions were upheld
by the Supreme Court of S.
Carolina on December 5, 1961.
The U. S. Supreme Court de-
cided it would hear the case on
May 14 of this year.
BRIEF SUBMITTED
The brief submitted to the
Court by Legal Defense Fund
attorneys argues that the con-
victions are unconstitutional be-
cause there is "no evidence of
violence, threatened violence,
or disorder." It cites testimony
of the Columbia chief of police
and city manager who both
LESTER NEWS
stated that they saw potential
I'troublemakers" in the ctowd
watching the demonstration
and this is why they asked the
demonstrators to leave. Legal
Defense Fund attorneys con-
tend that the students' rights
to protest segregation were
abridged tince there was no
actual evidence of violence or
disorder. '
The Fund brief also argues
that the rights of students to
free speech and assembly un-
der the due process clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment
were violOgid when the de-
fendants 'wire arrested.
STATE ARGUES
The State of South Carolina
argues that the arrests were
motivated, according to its
Supreme Court, "solely by a
proper concern for the preser-
vation of order and prevention
of further interference with
traffic upon the public streets
and sidewalks."
NAACP Legal Defense Fund
attorneys representing the
students, in addition to Green-
berg, are Matthew J. Perry and
Lincoln Jenkins, Jr. of Colum-
bia, S. C., Donald James Samp-
son of Greenville, S. C., and
Constance Baker Motley,
James M. Nabrit, III and Mich-
ael Meltsner, all of New York
City.
Situation Wanted
riaivaist PANTY Willi) LIKE to
terrelms• hones bar la fair condi-
tkat 411Aeltsea 9-8391.
EXPERT EIS CE D BEAUTICIAN',
w•nts lob as shampooer in whit,
shop or as seamstress. JA 3.2664
Help Wanted III
RAGSDALE EMPLOY
Lk. Beauty operator to Wolk In
White Beauty Shop
Meld Comb 525 wit
abort Older Cook 440 up
Maids - Cui.k
JA 6-18119
WOMAN mouton AIR AS MAID UR
baby•sitter five days a week. Call
(IL 111-45111
WtJULD 1..1-t(k WORE AS l'OlittdoN
Ironer or keep children.
Call: WH 5-2141. 
Itmurworkers Wanted:
We will send VOu the complete names
end awsleeeee of 50 U.S. tirms that
URGENTLY SLED INOMEWORIIMAIS
for Only 250 postPald! Rush your
mune &ergs... and 250 today to






wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE nEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Mamplain, Tenn.
Business Services
HA SAC b'iSiliNcl A I.L Y
60 cent.. - Horse back rbong SI tat
hr. CU cent• M or. - 5106 kicir n
lake Rd. .hit II 1068.
PI AN O. VOICE AND CHARM
clasees. Private or groups. Special
rate to .choul children. Z. Lola King.





MUST LIQUIDATE AT once amoral
carload Iota of bankrupt merchandise.
15c on the 11.00. all merchandise
100 per cent new and guaranteed.
Including Watches, Toys, household
appliances, took, heavy equipment, and
cift items. Dealers and public Invited.
BARB. AND CHAS. Inspsetion of merchandise at 2621 WestNth , Los Angeles 57, Cal., or write
I.. molt division earn, address for bul-This is your guest writer isiin regarding dierrottltion of sale items
Richard (25) Jones from Les- cut' ,t,71 Ftna price Ilea to order through
ter high school bringing you 
the -latest around the big L
The Basketball season started
off with a bang with the Lions
defeating the Red Devils in
the jamboree with a score of
24-16, high point man was
yours truly. In the Prep Lea-
gue, we defeated Hamilton
Wildcats 66-40 and the Ma-
nassas Tigers 61-50. The play-
ers on the team are guards-
John Miller, Charles Wright,
Benny Price, Charles Sand-
ers, Larry Miller, Thomas Be-
thany. Forwards are Charles
Paulk, Charles Bowers, Thom-
as Johnson, Center-Richard
Jones (watch for him).
STROLLING ON THE
CAMPUS:
While strolling on the cam-
pus I heard that Carl Camp-
bell and Michael Starks were
struggling over Sherry Glass.
That Clyde Reed and Johnny
"Slab" Worrell stay in Orange
Mound more than they do at
home. That John Miller has
moved on Decatur and Peach.
That Charles Paulk walks to-
ward Tilman Cove every eve-
ning.
DID YOU KNOW: Andrew
Wooden is looking for a love,
all applicants come to 11-1
homeroom. Ronald Taylor is
deeply in love with E. W. That
yours truly is the President
of the junior class? D'oris Har-
per has captured Paulk's
heart. That Crazy Q and The
B are known as the Men.
PREDICTION OF THE
WEEK: THE LION'S WILL
GO ALL THE WAY.
TOPS AROUND THE CAM-



























REED, LUCY KNOX, MEL-
VIN WATKINS.
TOP TUNES: THESE ARMS
OF MINE, TWO LOVERS,
YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE.
Furn. For Sale
bioli 841 it
Reautifni Walnut finished. flpItiet
DIP. Plane
1/84 No We'll&
2 PIECES KROELER LIVING ROOM
Suite. Espil/ent condition. 549.90.
Call BR 2-2276.
WANT TO BUY ANY TYPE
CLOCKS REGARDLESS OF CON
Also. Any Stake Clock Repaired
Will Pick Up And Deliver
2. A. Hickey PH: EX 7•6742
DRESSMAKER - QUICK HERWE
Hilda Barbee 51011 Horn Lake Rd.
Call: EX 8.1068
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETfitio
that you would like installed via
to wall or cleaned. Call Bob Mill
for a free estimate, CL K07412.
BUSINESS CARDS
Busliiee. Card. - Leiter Heads • En.
velopes - Wedding Anne. iiP11 /1011/11.1e
prices - 24 hour service. Ali kinds
of printing & Publishing. Office. School
& Church supplies.
Stanback Printing & Publishing Co.
2477 DeadrIck Ave











FURNISHED ROI ild WITH HA LP-
Veth-w • ter h light, furnished Phone
BM 54124.
3 ROOM APARTMENT $411.00 PER
month. 5.114344 couple with children
wanted. WEI tel= 641664.
NEWLY REMODELED
3 - BEDROOM • L. R. KITCHEN •
Bath - 1158 Gamic° - PHONE:
IIVH 2-5537
For Sale Misc.
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N.. Germantown Road north 4
Highway 64 or. Ellentbile can
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. Geor
Gibba, Jr.
Check Cur Ads Daily
NEW ORLEANS. TWo
members of the Congress of
Racial Equality were arrested
ftir using thik l'whlte" Wom-
en's room in lite state-owned
Audubon Park here.
The two, Jean Thompson
and Carlean Smith, also sat
on benches reserved for 
whites. According to CORI- never 
had an office in Weat Memphll.)
chairman. MADAM BELL'S IIAND 811N.
AIR SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET - JAckson 6-2523
YMCA
EDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 19 Dormitory Rooms: - Cl..., Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Privet* Bath - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers ...
Weekly Rates: $5 - $10
2. Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round Swimming: 75.30 ft. -
Dining - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting -
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating,
3. Reguletior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 sealing capacity For Leagues, Townements, Competitive
Malches, Clines - Dosing - Community Programs
4. 7-Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings - Classes - Folums -
Conferences - Teas - Socials





YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the blissisii
sippi Stale • Line. MADAM BELL
back after a long time of being away




Have you .lost fail h in your husband, wife Or sweet-
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discourage
If any of these are your Problems, come let MADAM
BEM advise you at once. She will read life to yod
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM IWI,J, at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi Slate Line on the way to Hernando. her home
Is 2 blocks below where she used to slay right aside
the DeSolo Motel. Ile sure to look for the HE!) BUICK
110115H and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven Slate 1,In&
and get off at Slate Line and walk 2 blocks and seeur
0
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